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Proposal for a 3 year Extension 2013-2015
Executive Summary
CoRoT is working perfectly. In space for more than 1800 days, it has generated 1 Terabyte of
scientific data, in 22 periods of quasi-uninterrupted observation.
Its photometric accuracy is only a few percent above the photon noise in the seismology
channel and twice the photon noise in the exoplanet channel over periods up to 150 days, with
a duty cycle higher than 90%. It still fulfils the scientific specifications and there is no sign of
significant aging.
CoRoT has made many “premières” in both planet detection and stellar microvariability.
For instance CoRoT has discovered the first member of the new class of planets: Super-Earths
orbiting very close to their parent star. It has also discovered the first two brown dwarfs at
short orbital period and has provided the measure of their radii
The precise characterization of Solar Like Oscillations in stars has been achieved for the first
time. Oscillation modes have been measured down to the ppm (part-per-million) level for
stars with intermediate (~2Msun) to very high (~45 Msun) mass, revealing phenomena
hitherto out of reach. Seismology of Red Giants really started with CoRoT and is now one of
the most promising and active fields with applications in Galactic evolution.
Beyond oscillations, the CoRoT data revealed the signature of various phenomena which are
now studied actively: granulation, activity, mapping of inhomogeneities on stellar surfaces.
Because CoRoT is probing effects that were not detectable so far, new types of signal analysis
as well as new theoretical tools are being developed.
All these data are being interpreted in terms of planetary systems evolution and physical
processes in stellar interiors. Most of these results are published and already widely cited in
the scientific literature. The number of papers based on CoRoT data is approximately 400.
After one year of proprietary period to the Co_Is, CoRoT data are released to the public. The
CoRoT public site has been visited approximately 10 000 times, from all over the world.
Two years after CoRoT, the Kepler mission was launched. Kepler is the “big brother” of
CoRoT, using the same techniques but with different specifications and mission profile.
The high potential and performances of Kepler makes it a major contributor to both exoplanet
search and stellar microvariability monitoring. It is thus very important now to consider
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CoRoT specificities and how they can be optimally used to make the most relevant
contribution to these scientific fields.
The main asset of Kepler compared with CoRoT is the length of the light curves. It can
observe quasi-continuously the same objects selected within its 100 square degrees field of
view (FOV) fixed for the whole mission.
On the other hand, the main specificities of CoRoT is to have both a field optimized for the
observation of a large sample of faint stars but also a field optimized for the observation of
bright targets and this within an accessible FOV of ~700 sq.deg. (1400 sq.deg. in the
perspective of an extension to 15deg of the CoRoT eyes).
While most of the Kepler Earth-like candidates are out of reach for existing radial velocity
facilities, the tight link between CoRoT detections and the accompanying radial velocity
campaigns allow to assess the nature of the detected transiting body, stellar or planetary and
to measure both their radii and their masses.
This is of prime importance to probe the internal structure of sub-Jupiters companions.
While Kepler, on a heliocentric orbit, observes always the same region of the sky, CoRoT
points in different directions in both the inner and the outer region of the Galaxy.
This means that it is possible to identify “niches” for each mission and to perform
complementary programmes when possible.
For instance, the fantastic discovery of the solar like oscillations in Red Giants by CoRoT has
triggered in both missions very active new researches. Their universal calibration now gives
the possibility to probe the stellar populations of the galaxy, and opens a new discipline:
Galactic Structure and Evolution using Seismology. In this programme CoRoT and Kepler are
complementary because they observe different regions of the galaxy.
Only CoRoT observes in the outer galactic disk, and accesses many young regions and young
populations. This “niche” will be very rewarding as these young stars are very poorly known
yet and their evolution is the driver of the chemical evolution of the galaxy.
Since CoRoT can, contrary to Kepler, observe two very different regions of the Galaxy, it will
test whether the planetary system characteristics and star-to-planet ratio are the same in these
two regions.
In its seismology field CoRoT has the possibility to observe very bright stars with a very high
accuracy. This mode will be used to look at already known planetary systems, to measure the
structure of the host star, look for reflected light for the non-transiting planet and detect
smaller transiting planets in the system.

The galactic plane as mapped by CoRoT and Kepler (from Miglio et al. 2010)
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1 Introduction
The CoRoT mission has been flying successfully since December 27th 2006, for a 3 year
nominal duration.
A first extension of 3 years has been proposed and accepted, starting in March 2010, till
March 2013.
Presently, as the instrument is working very well and continues to satisfy the early scientific
specifications, a new extension is possible.
This document explains why we propose to extend the mission for 3 more years.
First it highlights the major successes and the discoveries CoRoT has obtained during these
five years, as a pioneer mission.
It summarises the global observing programme, and what has been achieved since the launch.
It also gives some indications of the international impact of the mission.
A list of publications using CoRoT data since 2008, which counts approximately 400 entries,
is given in the Annex.
Then the document presents the evolution of the instrument, which in fact is not degrading at
all.
The international context has changed significantly essentially for two reasons.
First the discovery of the first data of this ultra-high stellar space photometry on long
uninterrupted periods have changed our vision of the subject. It has lead to develop new
methods and new tools for interpretation.
Then the successful launch of the second generation Kepler mission in March 2009 has
created a new high quality source of data and brought into the community many new
competent scientists.
The place of CoRoT in this context is analysed. It is shown that many « niches » exist for
CoRoT and that in some cases the complementarity with Kepler is very important.
These scientific cases are developed and proposed as a programme for this 3 year extension.
The scientific international activities will continue as well as the outreach initiatives which
remain a major concern for all the Team.
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2 A few recent Highlights
The discovery of the hitherto smallest planet CoRoT-7b has demonstrated the capability of
the spacecraft to discover and characterize Small Planets, almost in the same size as the Earth
and thus completely fulfils the CoRoT design criteria up to expectation.
The CoRoT planet family contains a larger diversity of objects than known before.
The challenge, in asteroseismology, of detecting with photometry Solar Like Oscillations in
solar like stars, has been achieved for the first time in a convincing way, thus opening the
road to extend helioseismology beyond the solar case. CoRoT is still unique in this domain,
and will continue to be as it is, the only satellite in orbit to study the interior of a large number
of bright stars of all types.
The Additional programmes are also very successful, in particular in the field of eclipsing
binaries, classification of variability, special and rare types of variables and stellar activity,
rotation and convection.

2.1

Planet hunting programme

By the end of September 2011, 22 fields have been observed by CoRoT. They cover a total
area of ~58 degree square on the sky with some 10% overlaps. 145 074 light curves have been
collected for a wide diversity of stars (Table 1). Whatever the stellar photometric behaviour
is, all these light curves are analyzed for transit searches. Transits are detected in about 100 up
to 300 light curves per run, and about 3760 light curves have been examined in details. They
present various depth, shape and duration. These detected transits are however predominantly
transiting stellar systems. About 80% to 90% of them are discarded due to the long duration
of the transit events, through the identification of secondary eclipses or from light curve
modulation. The remaining candidates are screened out by follow-up observations, using
various techniques from photometric observations to radial velocity measurements.
These follow-up observations play a major role in the CoRoT science and require a huge
effort in terms of manpower and number of telescope nights. They allow assessing the nature
of the detected transiting body, stellar or planetary and, in the later case, to measure its mass.
Bouchy et al. (2009) give a complete overview of the strategy for radial velocity observations
and Deeg et al. (2009) present the ground-based photometric follow-up ones. In total, 625
candidates have been screened out by various observational means. 27 planets are identified
and fully characterized among which one is a two-planets transiting system (Table 2).
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Figure 1 : CoRoT planets (red dots) compared to the transiting population and Kepler planets (blue
dots). Space-based observations are required to probe the domain of small size planets except for Mdwarfs.

In all fields, there is a handful of remaining candidates for which a proper spectroscopic
characterization is not feasible, mainly due to the faintness of the host-star. They remain
potential planets.
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Table 2. Planets discovered by CoRoT as of January 2012: Mass in Jupiter mass, radius in Jupiter radius,
orbital period in days, stellar mass in solar mass. The number of related ppers stops at CoRoT 14b, as the other
discoveries are recent and not yet interpreted in ubushed papers, but it is larger than 1!

2.1.1 Hot-Jupiter population
Out of the 27 CoRoT planets, 17 belong to the giant planet population and 2 are brown
dwarfs. Like the regular members of the hot-Jupiter class, they exhibit a large spread in their
orbital and physical characteristics as presented in Table 2 and in Figure 1.
2.1.1.1 An extended domain of orbital periods
The long duration and high duty cycle of space-based observations allow exploring the
transiting population over an extended range of orbital periods. This asset of space-based
observations is well illustrated by CoRoT results: 25% of the CoRoT planets have indeed an
orbital period greater than 8 days. Among them, CoRoT-9b is the first transiting planet at long
orbital period discovered by a transit survey. The planet orbits a solar like G3-type star in 95
days (Deeg et al. 2010). Its Jupiter's size and low eccentricity makes it a perfect representative
of the extrasolar temperate giant planet population with an internal structure close to Jupiter’s.
This sample is the largest known population of planets discovered by radial velocity surveys
but up to now, there was no measure of their radius.
2.1.1.2 Physical properties
Three CoRoT planets belong to the bloated population, that is a planet whose radius is larger
than can be accommodated by ''standard'' irradiated H-He planet models. There is still no
clear consensus on the origin of these radius excesses. Tidally driven orbital evolution and the
corresponding planet tidal heating event is one of the mechanisms regularly invoked (e.g.
Jackson et al., 2008). This is the case of the very young CoRoT-2b system (Alonso et al.,
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2008) for which Gillon et al. (2010) reported a slight eccentricity of the orbit that might
support such tidal origin.
On the opposite, appear some amazingly compact objects. CoRoT-20b is the most striking
example with a mass of 4.24 MJup , a radius of 0.84 MJup, and an inferred density ρ = 8.87 +/1.1 g cm−3. According to planetary evolution models, the interior of this compact planet
should contain a very large amount of heavy elements, with a central dense core whose mass
would be in the range between 680 and 1040 Mearth. Although mixing heavy elements in the
envelopes rather than confining them to a central core can lead to substantially smaller values
(by a factor estimated to be ~ 2 to 3), the origin of such a huge amount of heavy elements is
difficult to explain within the framework provided by the current planetary formation models.
2.1.1.3 Dynamical evolution
An amazing characteristic of the planet population at very short orbital distance, a < 0.1AU
typically, is the co-existence of low and high eccentricity systems in a narrow range of orbital
periods. The exact process responsible for large eccentricities is still under debate but two
major mechanisms are put forward: gradual planet migration due to interaction with the
circumstellar gas disk (Papaloizou et al., 2007) or planet-planet or planet-companion star
interactions combined with tidal dissipation (Nagasawa et al., 2008, e.g.). Whatever the
mechanism, in-situ formation of these massive bodies so close to their host star appears
highly unlikely and it is commonly accepted that this planet population have undergone a
significant orbital evolution since the time of their formation.
Among the hot-Jupiter population, CoRoT-10b and CoRoT-20b belong to the class of the few
transiting exoplanets with highly eccentric orbit. The origin of this diversity in eccentricity is
still unclear. It could have been produced by Kozai oscillations with a distant companion of
stellar nature or by planet - planet scattering. No hints of non-transiting companions have
been reported so far for any of these 2 CoRoT systems but clearly they would deserve radial
velocity monitoring in order to put further constraints on the origin of the planet's eccentricity.
More interestingly, while CoRoT-10b’s predicted orbital evolution appears in agreement with
the regular fate of close-in planets which spiral-in to their host star and will ultimately a
collide into it, CoRoT-20b is one of the very few stable planets that is evolving toward a triple
synchronous state with identical orbital, planetary and stellar spin periods, assuming the
absence of processes extracting angular momentum from the system, such as stellar wind.
Why the orbital evolution of these planets is different from that of the other transiting
exoplanets is not clear.
Measuring the stellar obliquity through the Rossiter-McLaughing effect (Bouchy et al. n
CoRoT 2b and Triaud et al. on CoRoT 3b) provide additional constraints to understand their
orbital evolution. Another track would be to assess the presence of any additional companions
in the system by long-term radial velocity monitoring.
2.1.1.4 Probing the stellar surface and spots evolution
The continuous photometry over long time spans allows 1) to measure the rotation period of
the star and look for possible synchronization of the stellar rotation period and the planetary
orbital period; 2) to investigate magnetic activity in the photosphere of the host stars.
Among the CoRoT planets, CoRoT-4 remains the only system for which the synchronization
could be clearly detected (Aigrain et al., 2008; Lanza et al., 2009). Being not synchronized
despite a similar orbital period, makes CoRoT-6b a good case to probe possible star-planet
magnetic interactions. Lanza et al. (2010) used the light curve to map the longitudinal
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distribution of the photospheric active regions and trace their evolution. They reported some
statistical evidences of active regions lagging the sub-planetary point during some temporal
intervals. While the detection is still marginal, it is however a good illustration of the interest
of uninterrupted sequence of photometric observations to probe the star - planet interaction
and the evolution of planetary systems.
Concerning magnetic activity various studies have mapped active regions on some of the
CoRoT host stars (e.g. Lanza et al., 2011). Among them, the young Sun-like star, CoRoT-2
has been intensively studied. Its light curve (Alonso et al., 2008) shows flux variations up to
6%, related to the star's activity modulated by the stellar rotation. Different approaches have
been used to reconstruct the surface active regions of the planet host star and follow their
evolution. Lanza et al. (2009a) used a maximum entropy spot modelling techniques to
reconstruct the surface active regions of the planet host star and follow their evolution. They
identified two active longitudes at the surface of the star, located on opposite hemispheres.
This result is in good agreement with Huber et al. (2010) who used a different approach based
on a modelling of the stars' surface over regular strips. Lanza et al. (2009) found also
evidence of a short-term spot cycle which suggests possible magnetic interaction between the
star and its hot Jupiter-like planet.
Planet transits act like a magnifying glass for the host star surface. They could be used to
probe spots physical characteristics. Modelling the series of 77 transits of CoRoT-2b across
its parent star stellar disk, Silva-Valio et al. (2010) estimated a spot's size ranging from 0.2 to
0.7 planet radius and a temperature ranges mainly from 3600 to 5000 K. The stellar activity
should be taken into account when modelling a transit. Indeed, it impacts the planet's radius
measurement by distorting the bottom of the transit. As a result, the transit depth is affected
and could appear shallower than in reality. In the case of CoRoT-2b, (Silva-Valio et al., 2010)
fitted the deepest transit of the series which yields a planet's radius ~ 3% larger than the value
reported in the discovery paper which was calculated from the phase folded light curve.

2.1.2 Small size population
With the discovery of CoRoT-7b, CoRoT opened the domain of small size planets around
solar-like stars. Except for planet orbiting M-type dwarfs, the small-size regime is indeed only
accessible from space-based observations.
CoRoT-7b remains the smallest planet discovered by CoRoT so far. The planet orbits an
active late K-type star in 0.85 days which is among the brightest CoRoT targets. When
passing in front of its parent star, it produces a dimming of 0.35 mmag. As first illustrated by
Léger et al., (2009), in this mass domain the main difficulty lies in establishing the exact
nature of the transiting companion. In the peculiar case of CoRoT-7, the star’s activity
challenged the estimate of the mass of the planet. Stellar activity indeed results in a stellar
jitter that dominates the radial velocity signal (Queloz et al., 2009) making the planet's mass
subject to controversies. Different studies carried out on the same radial velocity
measurement set provide a wide range of estimated mass of the planet, from 2 M (Pont et al.,
2010) up to 8.0 M (Ferraz-Mello et al., 2010) with an uncertainty as large as 20%. Recently
however, Hatzes et al. (2011) revised the analysis of the radial velocity data and by analyzing
those RV data for which multiple measurements were made in a given night, removed the
star’s activity signature. This simple procedure allowed a clear detection of the reflex motion
induced by the planet. They found a mass of 7.42 +/- 1.21M and a mean density of ρ = 10.4
+/-1.8 g cm-3. The interesting outcome of these studies is that it also allows defining a better
strategy for radial velocity measurements of small size planets in the case of active stars.
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Not only the stellar activity, but also the faintness of a parent star or a long orbital period
poses challenges to planet characterization. The CoRoT-22 system with V=14 mag is a good
illustration of this difficulty (Moutou et al., 2012). The planet has an orbital period of 9.7
days, a radius close to CoRoT-8b’s (Bordé et al., 2010), but a mass that appears at least one
and a half times smaller. The 31 radial velocity measurements collected with SOPHIE,
HIRES and HARPS remain inconclusive and provide an upper detection limit only.
Deciphering the system’s nature has thus required additional complementary observations,
including Adaptive Optics and intensive blend simulations. These simulations take into
account all the information collected on the target and its environment with the goal to assess
the probabilities of other scenarios : 1) all types of triple systems, 2) most configurations of
contaminating eclipsing binaries. In the case of CoRoT-22b, they allowed to demonstrate that
the planet scenario is 30 to 600 times more probable than a false positive scenario. Blend
simulations are yet the only way to assess a planet probability to candidates in the small size
regime when radial velocity measurements do not allow concluding; a situation that is
repeated for several candidates currently under study in the 14-15 mag range.

2.2

A new grip on stellar physics

After 5 years in orbit CoRoT has observed about 130 bright stars in the so-called seismology
field spanning a large part of the HR diagram (see figure 13) and more than 130 000 fainter
ones in the so-called exoplanet field with a lower signal to noise ratio and time sampling.
Time series cover up to 160 days with a duty cycle larger than 90%. The data are photon
noise limited over most of the magnitude range.
The quality of the data meets the specifications and the seismic parameters are accessed at the
precision necessary for interpretation.
CoRoT has then discovered very diverse and new structures and founded the field of Time
Domain Stellar Astrophysics. It has shown the way for more advanced and detailed analysis;
some of these were expected for a long time, some others are completely new.
Among the main observational successes, one can recall the first detection and precise
characterization of solar-type oscillations in stars other than the Sun (Michel et al. 2008)
which was expected for decades, the discovery of the underlying structure of Red Giants
oscillations (De Ridder et al. 2009) which opened the way to a brand new and vivid field for
seismology, the first detection of solar-type oscillations in massive stars (Belkacem et al.
2009, Degroote et al. 2010) which are still subject of great debates and great expectations as
well as the discovery of hundreds of low amplitude peaks in delta Scuti stars (Poretti et al.
2009), the first precise follow up of the oscillations of a Be star during an outburst (Huat et al.
2009), a unique view on mass-loss-oscillation relation, the first detection of deviation in gmodes period spacings in a massive star (Degroote et al. 2010), a direct signature of the edge
of the convective core,…
Beyond this technical and observational success, theoretical interpretations of CoRoT data are
growing rapidly in number and in diversity. While this process is developing under our eyes,
it is possible to see on a few examples how these data have already addressed some of the
open questions in stellar structure and evolution.

2.2.1 The size of the convective cores
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This very important quantity, which has dramatic consequences on the age of stars, and
especially on the classical galactic age indicators (A and F stars) affects the seismic
parameters in different ways, depending on the evolutionary stage and the mass, and probably
the rotation rate. Relevant CoRoT data concern presently main sequence stars slightly above
the Sun, the early subgiant domain and hot stars.
* On the main sequence slightly above the Sun:
The bright star HD 49933 has been observed by CoRoT during two different runs, separated
by one year. These two observations have been extremely successful in disentangling the
difficulties (not foreseen before) in performing accurate seismology on this kind of stars
(Appourchaux et al. 2008)
One of the first results of CoRoT observations was to reveal that the modes intrinsic width of
early F solar-type pulsators are about 2 to 3 times higher than expected (and thus the modes
lifetimes 2 to 3 times shorter...). As a consequence, the identification of the modes is more
ambiguous than anticipated and the intended precision on the determination of
eigenfrequencies is also more difficult to achieve for these objects.

Figure 2. Comparison between the best models without microscopic diffusion and the data, for the
large separation (right) and for the small separation (left). In black, the observed values with their error
bars. In solid line the best model without overshoot and in dashed line, with core overshoot. (from Benomar et
al. 2010).

Tiny shifts of the small differences as a function of frequency are detected (Benomar
et al. 2010), and compared to models. The mode identification on this star has now converged
(Benomar et al. 2009) and allows reliable interpretations. The behaviour of the small
separation clearly indicates a core more extended than predicted by the classical
Schwarzschild criterion of approximately 0.1 to 0.2 pressure scale height at the edge of the
core (Figure 2).
* Off the main sequence:
The star HD 49385, a 1.3Mo situated at the end of the main sequence, observed by CoRoT for
137 days continuously, revealed an echelle diagram with a specific new feature, absent in
Main Sequence solar type pulsators, a strong curvature of the l = 1 ridge (Figure 3). It has
been understood as resulting from the strong coupling existing between p and g cavities for l
= 1 modes in stars having exhausted hydrogen in their core. This signature found in several
other CoRoT and Kepler objects now is thus a clear indicator for a star in the subgiant phase,
burning hydrogen in a shell around a quasi-isothermal helium core. In addition, the sensitivity
of their frequencies to the evanescent region between g and p cavities can be used to derive a
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diagnostic of its structure. In the case of HD 49385, this analysis suggests two possible
situations with either very small extension of the mixed region (dOv < 0:05Hp), or a moderate
one (0:18 < dOv < 0:2Hp) (Deheuvels and Michel 2011).

Figure 3. The presence of mixed modes and the curvature of the l = 1 ridge modified by avoided
crossings in HD 49385. The observed echelle spectrum (in black) is compared to a Main Sequence
model fitting l=0 and 2 modes (in blue) and a post-MS models also fitting the l=1 ridge (in red). (from
Deheuvels and Michel 2011).

* In more massive stars:
In hotter stars, a signature of the limit of the convective core can been found in the unequal
period differences of g modes. The first example is HD 50230 where Degroote et al. (2010)
for the first time discovered this phenomenon. While the mean spacing (9418s) indicates an
extended core (Ov > 0.2) (Figure 4, left), as well as the periodic deviation form equal spacing
(2450s). The slight decrease of its amplitude with period (240s) (Figure 4. right) indicates
probably a smooth gradient of chemical composition in the radiative zone above the core.
The modelling of two late Be stars (~4.5Msun) HD181231 and HD 175869 (Neiner et al.
2012, A&A in press) suggests the need of a very large extension (Ov >0.3) to match the
observed frequencies with the prograde modes theoretically expected in these very fast
rotators. The possible contribution of different processes is discussed in a quantitative
approach.

Figure 4. Left: Period spacing in the O star HD 50230 as determined by models with different Ov
values, compared to the observed spacing in Red;
Right: The frequency dependence of the spacing, showing both the oscillatory behaviour and the
decrease infrequency from Degroote et al. 2010).
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2.2.2 The structure of the outer convective zones
The regions of discontinuities, as the He ionisation zone and/or the bottom of convective zone
manifest themselves through oscillations in the large separation and the second difference, as
a function of frequency. These oscillations have been predicted and detected for the first time
in the solar like star HD 49933 (Mazumdar and Michel, 2009) and also in a bright giant HD
181907 (Miglio et al. 2010). Their periods give an estimate of the acoustic depth of these two
discontinuities (Figure 5), though the depth of the convective zone is more difficult to assess.

Figure 5. Detection of the oscillation of the small difference as a function of frequency
Left: in HD 49933 a main sequence star (from Mazumdar and Michel 2010, Roxburgh et al. 2011)
Right: in the giant star HR 7349 (from Miglio et al. 2010).

2.2.3 Super adiabatic outer layers:
* Amplitudes and line widths:
The seismic data obtained by CoRoT enable us for the first time to measure directly the
amplitudes and line widths of solar-like oscillations for stars other than the Sun. From those
measurements it is possible, as was done for the Sun, to constrain models of the excitation of
acoustic modes by turbulent convection. Samadi et al. (2010b) have compared a stochastic
excitation model described in Samadi et al. (2010a) with the asteroseismology data for HD
49933 obtained by Benomar et al .(2009). Using the seismic determinations of the mode line
widths and the theoretical mode excitation rates computed for this specific case (Samadi et al.
2010a), they have derived the expected surface velocity amplitudes of the acoustic modes.
Using a calibrated quasi-adiabatic approximation relating the mode amplitudes in intensity to
those in velocity, they have finally derived the expected values of the mode amplitude in
intensity. As shown in Figure 6 left, except at rather high frequency, the theoretical amplitude
calculations are within 1 error bars of the mode amplitudes in intensity derived for HD 49933
from the CoRoT data. Calculations that assume a solar surface metal abundance result in
amplitudes larger by 35% around the peak frequency (max 1.8 mHz) and by up to a factor of
two at lower frequency. This illustrates the importance of taking the surface metal abundance
of the solar-like pulsators into account when modelling the mode driving. These results
validate the main assumptions of the model of stochastic excitation in the case of a star
significantly hotter than the Sun.
However, the discrepancies seen at high frequency ( ≥1.9 mHz) highlight some deficiencies
of the modelling, whose origin remains to be understood.
* Granulation:
HD 49933 shows also very clear evidence of a photometric granulation background. Ludwig
et al (2009) have computed models based on Ludwig (2006) approach which provides the
observable disk-integrated brightness fluctuations directly emerging from 3D hydrodynamical
model atmospheres. Two representative 3D hydrodynamical models of the atmosphere of
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HD49933 were considered: one with a solar metal abundance and the second with a metal to
hydrogen abundance of [Fe/H]=-1. Both models have the same effective temperature and
gravity, close to that of the target.
As shown in Figure 6 right, the calculation done by Ludwig et al (2009) results in a
significant over-estimation by a factor of three in total power. The level of the granulation
background significantly decreases with surface metal abundance, as shown by the 3D
hydrodynamical model with low metal abundances.
Nevertheless, this model still over-estimated by a factor of about two the observations. At the
present time, we are then left with a puzzling discrepancy between the predicted and observed
granulation background in HD 49933, but also in several other objects.

Figure 6. Theoretical predictions compared to the observations of the star HD49933.
Left: Bolometric amplitude of the modes as a function of the mode frequency. The filled circles connected by the
thick solid line correspond to the mode amplitudes in intensity, L=L, derived for HD 49933 by Samadi et al
(2010a) taking into account the surface metal abundance of the star. The thick dashed solid line corresponds to
the mode amplitude in intensity associated with the model with [Fe/H]= 0. The red triangles and associated
error bars correspond to the mode amplitudes in intensity, (L=L) CoRoT, obtained from the CoRoT data by
Benomar et al (2009). These measurements have been translated into bolometric amplitudes following Michel et
al (2009).

Right: Power density spectrum (PDS) in ppm2/µHz as a function of frequency. In blue: theoretical PDS
obtained by Ludwig et al (2009) with a 3D hydrodynamical model close to HD49933 in terms of effective
temperature and gravity. In red: PDS of the granulation background computed on the basis of Samadi et al
(2011) theoretical 1D model. All the models here assumed a solar metal abundance. In yellow: analytical fit
performed on the CoRoT data by Michel et al (2008) assuming a lorentzian function (Harvey model).

2.2.4 Magnetic activity and rotation
* Activity cycle detected from seismic indexes
Using the observations HD 49933 over two runs separated by a year, Garcia et al. (2010)
have detected for the first time a magnetic cycle using seismic indexes. The large separation
and the amplitudes of the p modes seem to vary out of phase, as well as a spot proxy (Figure
7). This behaviour is well known in the Sun and correlated to the solar cycle. The present
observations lead to an estimate of the period of 120 days. More observations from CoRoT
but also from the ground next year will complement these results.
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Figure 7. The stellar cycle of HD 49933.
Time evolution beginning 6 February 2007 of the mode amplitude (top); the frequency shifts using two different
methods (middle), cross correlations (red triangles) and individual frequency shifts (black circles); and a
starspot proxy (bottom) built by computing the standard deviation of the light curve. All of them were computed
by using 30-day-long subseries shifted every 15 days (50% overlapping). The corresponding 1σ error bars are
shown. From Garcia et al. 2010.

*Spot modelling and differential rotation
The first long duration light curves of CoRoT have triggered an intense activity in terms of
surface modelling, identification of hotter and cooler regions at the surface and their variation
with time (see also § 2.1.1.4, and Figure 8).
The first very successful attempt concerns the host star of the planet CoRoT-2b, an active G7
dwarf (Lanza et al. 2009, Silva-Valio et al. 2010). Different techniques have been used,
giving coherent results (Savanov, 2010).
Since then many other objects have been studied, starting to give some hints on the
distribution of spots and the area covered, as well as indications of star-planet interaction.
Improvements of the modelling can be obtained using complementary spectroscopic
observations. This has been done for CoRoT 7 where a very intensive follow-up programme
has been achieved to confirm the planetary nature of the transiting object. Lanza et al. (2010)
for the first time compared simulated apparent radial velocity changes induced by the
distribution of active regions derived from the light curve modelling, to the spectroscopic
observations. They show that magnetic activity cannot be responsible for a longer period
oscillation around 3.7 days, and comforts the hypothesis of a second orbiting object in the
system.
* Activity indexes
A first attempt to define activity indexes from the analysis of light curves has been proposed
by Hulot et al. (2011). The low frequency component is generally sufficiently accurate to
measure a reliable activity index, which captures only the low frequency energy excess. When
a rotational modulation is seen in the light curve, a Rossby number can be computed, using a
theoretical estimate of the convective turnover time. Figure 9 shows a clear trend of a
decreasing activity index with Rossby number; the large scatter is probably due to different
physical situations as for instance differential rotation.
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Figure 8. Spot modelling and differential rotation of CoRoT 6 from Lanz et al.(2011).
Isocontours of the ratio f / fmax, where f is the spot covering factor and fmax = 0.0059 its maximum value,
versus time and longitude. The two dashed black lines mark longitudes 0° and 360°beyond which the
distributions are repeated to easily follow spot migration. The contour levels are separated by 0.1 fmax with
yellow indicating the maximum covering factor and dark blue the minimum. The dashed white lines trace the
migration of the active regions associated with each active longitude.

Figure 9. The low-frequency micro-variability index, plotted against the Rossby number.
The active Sun, i.e. at its maximum, corresponds to the square, while the quiet Sun would have a log-index
lower by 2.
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2.2.5 Interaction of young stellar objects with the circumstellar environment
Though CoRoT was not designed at all to observe very crowded regions, a 24 days run on the
young cluster NGC 2264 has been tried. This observation has already contributed extensively
on the knowledge of these stellar regions, in several different aspects.

Figure 10 : The young NGC 2264 observed by CoRoT in the exoplanet field in December 2007. 900
stars member of the cluster have been followed

The Corot data has shown us that the star-disk interaction regulates the dynamics of the inner
disk region, lifting-up gas and dust in accretion columns that eclipse the star periodically. The
observed eclipses in the optical, due to the dust structure, vary in width and depth from one
rotational cycle to the next, and are often observed in high inclination systems. This was
already observed in the classical T Tauri star AA Tau, and only with CoRoT we were able to
confirm it as a common feature in other CTTS system and we started to determine the inner
disk structure characteristic (inner disk warp height, structure, dynamics). With the current
Corot and Spitzer observations, a much better characterization of the inner disk features will
become possible, by looking at these regions simultaneously in the optical and infrared.
CoRoT has been used to detect over 35 candidate eclipsing binaries in the star-forming region
NGC2264. These are the target of ongoing ground-based radial velocity and photometric
follow-up. Once we have solved their orbits and modelled their light curves in detail, these
objects will be powerful tests of evolutionary models for young stars.
The light curves obtained by CoRoT on PMS stars of NGC 2264 have allowed us to derive
the rotation distributions of Class II and Class III stars at few Myr of age. The derived
distributions are free from typical biases affecting ground-based measurements, and in
particular show that the 1-day peak observed by ground is spurious and due to day-night
periodicity.
The same observations have identified a population around the known star forming sites with
variability (both stochastic and periodic) properties similar to those of the star forming region
members. This result points to the existence of a less concentrated young population, related
to the star formation event, that makes the history of the star formation in the region more
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complex than previously thought. The youth of these new candidates has been confirmed by
an X-ray XMM/Newton pilot observation.
Using observations conducted by CoRoT we were able to investigate the pulsational
properties of PMS stars in much more detail and with a much higher precision than possible
before. We discovered several new pulsating PMS members of NGC 2264; among those are
the first candidates for PMS gamma Doradus and hybrid delta Scuti-gamma Doradus type
pulsation. Only with the precision of the CoRoT light curves we could show that granulation
plays an important role in pulsating PMS stars.

2.2.6 Eclipsing Binaries
Among the achievements of the detailed study of the bright targets (seismo-field binaries and
bright exo-field targets) it is worth mentioning:
* the substantial increase of the number of binaries with (non radial) pulsating components of
all types and, in particular, the detection and characterization of several EBs containing
Gamma Dor pulsators (Maceroni et al. 2011, Sokolovsky et al. 2010, Damiani et al. 2010,
Dolez et al. 2009). As the few binaries with gamma Dor components known before CoRoT
were not eclipsing their absolute parameters values were affected by large uncertainties.
* the detection of tidally induced pulsation, specifically in a short period eccentric binary with
twin B-type components (HD 174884, Maceroni et al. 2009), so far the third known and the
best studied case. Note that the accuracy of CoRoT photometry allows to break the
degeneracy known to affect the light curve solution of detached partially eclipsing systems.
As a consequence, the physical parameters can be well constrained, even in presence of
grazing eclipses. The analysis evidenced as well that standard stellar models partly fail to
reproduce the system physical parameters and other effects, such as stellar rotation shall be
included in the models to reconcile theory and observations.
* the detection in a massive O-type star (HD 46149) of solar-like oscillations, whose observed
frequency range and spacings are compatible with theoretical predictions (Degroote, et al.
2010).
* the full modelling of the complex system AU Mon (an Algol type system showing
interactive phenomena, the presence of a disc) and the discovery of long period periodicities,
suggesting the presence of mass exchange/loss modulation).
* unfortunately missed opportunity of a complete study of HR 6902, a rare Zeta Aur binary.
Zeta Aur systems are formed by a red giant and a hot star and are ideal benchmarks of
evolved star models. Only a part of primary eclipse was covered, so that the information from
binarity is incomplete. This long period system will be reobserved this summer, covering the
secondary eclipse.
* the distribution of eclipse amplitude of the exoplanet field EBs has been found to be
complete down to amplitudes below 0.01 magnitudes (Maceroni 2010) thanks to the CoRoT
accuracy, allowing to detect low amplitude eclipses. Moreover, the long continuous
monitoring allowed a higher degree of completeness towards long periods of period
distribution, if compared to the results of ground based surveys (Maceroni et al. 2011, CUP in
press). At variance with previous studies on ground based surveys, the period distribution is
essentially flat up to a few days and is similar (though not identical) to that of Kepler EBs.
This suggests, according to current theories, a scale independent binary formation process.

2.2.7 Galactic astronomy using seismology
As seen on Figure 11, CoRoT and Kepler do not observe the same regions of the sky. The
centre field of CoRoT is not very far from Kepler one, though closer to the galactic plane. The
anticentre field of CoRoT is on the opposite direction, in a quite young surrounding .
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Figure 11. Left: Positions in the (x,y) plane of the Red giants observed by Kepler (in green) and by
CoRoT during the two first long runs, LRa01 in the ”antGcentre” direction (in red) and LRc01 in the
”centre direction ” (in blue),
Right: Positions in the (z,x) plane of thee Red Giant of two different runs as observed by CoRoT.

This very interesting situation is starting to give a strong push to population studies. A new
branch of seismology e.g. ensemble seismology is born. It uses the seismic parameters to
categorise stars and to understand their evolution stage. Let’s mention that these parameters
are very precise and almost independent of the distances of the object.
The very first CoRoT long run boosted the number of known pulsating Red Giants from less
than 10 to over 700 (Hekker et al. 2009). It also established the existence of non-radial long
lived mixed-modes and at the same time the clear appearance of the p-modes large separation
signature in the observed spectra (de Ridder et al. 2009).
The fact that the spectrum and the echelle diagram are dominated by a p-modes structure
characterizing mostly the envelope, very much as for the Sun, has been established (Mosser et
al. 2011). This already allowed impressive applications as illustrated by Miglio et al (2009)
who showed that the population of red giants observed with CoRoT and characterized in the
plane νmax and Δν could be compared with theoretical expectations and suggest a regular star
formation rate rather than recent star burst events.
Then, the pattern of mixed-modes characterizing the stellar core was also revealed in Kepler
and CoRoT data (Beck et al. 2011; Mosser et al. 2011). As shown by Bedding et al. (2011)
and by Mosser et al. (2011), this pattern depends evidently on the evolutionary stage. The
differences are detected in the seismic data and then allow to discriminate red giants burning
hydrogen in shell (Red Giant Branch) from those burning helium in the core (Red Giant
horizontal branch), which are undistinguishable from their surface fundamental parameters.
In addition the two directions of CoRoT observations indicate different population of Red
giants as explained on Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Diagram (ΔΤ, Δν) for l=1 mixed modes in the two opposite regions observed by CoRoT; in
red: centre, in blue: anticentre.
The upper cloud corresponds to stars in the helium burning core phase, while the lower one concerns
stars in the hydrogen shell burning stage.As mass is increasing from left to right, it shows that there is
a lack of low mass stars in the anticentre direction. from Mosser et al. 2011.

2.2.8 The importance of ground based complementary observations
The ground based complementary observations are of primordial importance for the CoRoT
programme of stellar physics since they are the necessary step to take advantage of the fact
that we can work with bright, well characterized stars. This has always been important for the
interpretation work when coming to the modeling of the stars, but it is also become more and
more important in the preparatory phase of target selection, when our program has become
more focused on very specific Ground-based spectroscopic observations began at once with
the launch of the CoRoT satellite and they involve several high-resolution echelle
spectrographs: FEROS@2.2m and HARPS@3.6m at ESO--La Silla (Chile), FOCES at Calar
Alto (Spain), SOPHIE at the Observatoire Haute Provence (France), FIES@NOT and
HERMES@MERCATOR (both at the Observatorio Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma,
Spain). A small number of spectra were also observed with CORALIE at ESO-La Silla and
HERCULES at Mt. John Observatory (New Zealand).
After the completion of the ESO Large Programme with FEROS (LP 178-D.0361, 60 nights
in total), we obtained two subsequent Large Programmes with HARPS, the famous planet-hunter echelle spectrograph primarily used for the measurements of radial velocities.
All these Large Programmes were under the supervision of INAF-Osservatorio Astronomico
di Brera (Milano, Italy).
The first Large Programme with HARPS (LP 182.D-0356) consisted of 45 nights of
observations between December 2008 and December 2009, while the current LP 185.D-0056
started on June 2010 and will end in January 2013. As for now, we have taken about 2800
HARPS spectra of CoRoT asteroseismic targets.
The high-resolution spectra make the detection of high-degree modes possible since the stellar
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disk can be spatially resolved thanks to the Doppler shifts induced by the star's rotation.
Therefore, by measuring the observed variations in the line profiles, it is possible to know
what kind of modes are excited in the stars and to assign the spherical wave numbers to each
of them. The use of HARPS for asteroseismic purposes is a key aspect in the exploitation of
the CoRoT light curves in the seismo field.
Moreover, the successful use of HARPS and SOPHIE for measuring the radial velocity
variations in red :giants is opening new possibilities for the future asteroseismic modelling of
these stars (Fig. ).
The HARPS spectra are reduced and normalized in an homogeneous way using a semiautomated pipeline developed at INAF-OAB. Then, they are distributed within the team
supporting the Large Programmes a few weeks after the completion of the observations.

Figure 12b : Radial velocity variations in red giants.
Black points: SOPHIE measurements; red points: HARPS measurements.
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3 The observational programme already achieved
The mission has been working perfectly during more than 1800 days, producing 1 Terabyte of
scientific data (4,4 Tbytes of raw data), in 22 periods of almost uninterrupted observation .
The nominal programme has been completed following the main objective and strategy
developed before the launch. Since then, we have followed the priority axes proposed for the
CoRoT II extension.
For the exoplanet search programme, a major aspect was to optimize the number of 80 days
runs on different fields (for the exofield) in order to optimize the number of planets detection.
A strong interest to reobserve selected transiting planets was also expressed.
For the seismology programme, the priority was given to several specific types of stars (solarlike closer to the Sun, hot stars, hot supergiants, red giants in cluster,chemically peculiar stars,
young stars,…) and for many of them long runs were required.
The strategy proposed to solve the apparent contradiction between the length of the runs
required by both programmes has been successful. It consisted in observing consecutively 2
times the same field (or some specific objects) during 80 days, but changing the Exo field.
This observational strategy allowed completing several aspects during the CoRoT II extension
in terms of priorities for both programmes. This is illustrated in numbers hereafter.

3.1

Targets and fields already observed

The pointings chosen to optimize the compromise between the seismology and the exoplanet
programme are named after the principal target of the seimo field.
* In the seismo field 140 stars have been observed, 39% in Long Runs (85-160 days), 25%
in Intermediate Runs (50-85days) and 36% in Short Runs (<50days).
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Figure 13: The 140 ‘bright’ stars observed (01/01/2012) in the Seismo field of CoRoT.
Top: distribution in the HR diagram. Bottom: distribution by stellar type and length of the run
(160d > LR > 85 > IR > 50d > SR)

* In the exoplanet field, CoRoT has already covered a total area of ~58 degree square on the
sky with some 10% overlaps. 145 074 light curves have been collected for a wide diversity of
stars. The number of targets observed in each run is given in Table 1.

3.2

Data treatments.

The aim of the CoRoT data processing is to correct the raw data from instrumental and
environmental perturbations, well known and modelled so far.
The data reduction pipeline is divided in two parts: the N1 pipeline corrects simultaneous
effects whereas the N2 pipeline applies to a whole run, correcting longer term effects.
The output data of the CoRoT pipelines are light-curves.
The main part of these light-curves come from on-board computed light-curves but a small
number of them come from small images, called “imagettes” that are transmitted to the
ground stations and reduced to light-curves by the pipe-lines.
The N1 pipeline is now mature; it includes the elimination of the aliasing caused on a CCD by
the reading of another CCD, the subtraction of the offset and of the background, the
correction of the duration of the exposure and absolute dating, the indication of the orbital
events (SAA, Earth eclipses, …).
These corrections apply to both on-board light-curves and imagettes.
Then the detection of energetic particle impacts and the jitter correction are applied to lightcurves.
All the corrections have been checked and eventually rewritten during the last three years. A
special care was dedicated to the jitter correction that takes now into account the relativistic
aberration that produces a radial shift of the position of the stars, equivalent to a slow
variation of the focal length.
Although most of the functions of the N2 pipelines are quite similar, the seismology pipeline
and the exoplanet pipeline are distinct and don’t evolve together.
In the last three years, an important work has been devoted to the processing of the imagettes.
A first version of a specific pipeline reducing to light-curves the imagettes of the explanet
field has been implemented and running, leading to the simultaneous production of all the
light-curves of the explanet field since LRa03.
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A new version of the exo-imagette pipeline is the only update that will be needed for the
CoRoT III extension; it will particularly improve the reduction of slightly saturated imagettes
and is already under development at LAM (Marseille).
Concerning the seismology field where the imagettes are downloaded in order to improve the
duty-cycle, especially in the SAA, it turned out that they are not helpful and the processing
was abandoned.
The other improvements of the pipelines concerned the compensation of the diminution of the
quantum efficiency and the correction of the effect of the changing of the CCD temperature.
After their production, the N2 data from the seismology field go into a validation step,
performed by scientists.
For these reasons, data from the seismology field and from the exoplanet field are not always
released together.

3.3

Duration of the runs and duty cycle

The durations of the runs and the duty cycle remain in complete agreement with the proposed
programme, as seen on Table 3.
The duty cycle takes into account the losses due to to SAA crossing, satellite manœuvre,
DPU1 breakdown and telemetry losses.

3.4

The Mission archive at IAS

The data policy, presently accepted by all the partners, states that all the data are delivered to
all the Co_Is, and that they have a private access for one year.
Gentlemen agreements among them, as proposed by the Scientific Committee, manage the
sharing of the different scientific questions without too much conflicts.
We propose to continue the same policy, which has been very long to install, after many
discussions.
The private archive is restricted to the Co_Is and GIs during the one year proprietary period.
The public archive is opened since 19 December 2008.
The statistics presented in Figure 14 and 15 concern the requests on this archive since its
opening, up to now (January 2012).
The total number of data downloads is 8999 (1061 downloads through the interface allowing
data selection, 7938 downloads of complete runs through zip file ready for download);
The total volume of data downloaded is 22,5 Terabytes, mainly through zip files (89 Gb
through the selection interface).
The geographical repartition of the connections as seen on figure 16 gives an idea of the
world wode spred of these data.
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Run

Nu
m

Begins

Days

Duty
cycle

Distribution to Co-Is
Seismo
Exo

IRa01

3

31/01/2007

62

90,9% 10/12/2007

10/12/2007

SRc01

4

11/04/2007

29

91,0% 17/03/2008

01/04/2008

LRc01

5

11/05/2007

158

90,8% 15/02/2008

15/02/2008

LRa01

6

18/10/2007

138

89,0% 24/07/2008

29/10/2008

SRa01

7

4/03/2008

28

90,7% 06/11/2008

04/09/2008

LRc02

8

11/04/2008

150

90,8% 03/06/2009

12/02/2009

SRc02
SRa02
LRa02

9
10
11

9/09/2008
8/10/2008
13/11/2008

28
36
119

88,7% 30/03/2010
90,5% 17/03/2009
89,0% 05/08/2009

18/11/2009
19/05/2009
15/12/2009

LRc03

12

1/04/2009

93

89,8% 18/11/2009

18/11/2009

LRc04

13

4/07/2009

88

90,7% 26/04/2010

14/04/2010

LRa03
SRa03
LRc05
LRc06
LRa04
LRa05
LRc07
SRc03
LRc08
SRa04
SRa05
LRa06

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1/10/2009
2/03/2010
6/04/2010
7/07/2010
28/09/2010
17/12/2010
6/04/2011
1/07/2011
6/07/2011
4/10/2011
29/11/2011
10/01/2012

151
28
91
80
80
96
84
5
88
56
41

89,7%
90,4%
90,4%
90,6%
89,4%
90,3%
90,6%
91,0%
90,8%
90,5%

06/09/2010
04/10/2010
22/12/2010
10/03/2011
23/06/2011
18/11/2011
17/01/2012
04/08/2011
31/01/2012
30/03/2012
12/03/2012

15/07/2010
16/08/2010
17/11/2010
20/01/2011
08/04/2011
14/12/2011
31/01/2012
31/01/2012
15/02/2012
12/03/2012
30/03/2012

Main objective
HD 49933 solar, HD 49434 gam
dor
Good exo field
Delta Scuti 175726
HD 180420 B, HD 181555 Delta
scuti, Good exofield
HD 49933
Good exo field
Young cluster NGC-2264
172189, 171834
Good exo field
HD 47345 star with planet
HD 52655 With planet
Exo field
Exo field
HD 43587
SdB
170 580
170 580 rot exo
426218
42618 rot exo
EXO
Re-observation of CoRot-9
Exo
Hg Mn
Re-observation NGC-2264
Reobservation of CoRoT-7

Table 3 lists the runs, the dates of the beginning of the observation, the duration in days of the
observation, the duty cycle, the date of delivery of the data for each field, and then some hints on the
scientific priorities
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Figure 14 : Variation of the number of
downloads versus time. The blue color is
associated to zip-file downloads, the red to
the use of the interface.

The number of zip-file downloads varies between 200 and 700 per month.
More important, this number seems to (slightly) increase with time, showing a growing
interest for CoRoT data from outside the "CoRoT community".

Figure 15 : Volume of downloaded data.
Red color is associated to zip-file
downloads and blue color to the use of the
interface.
The interest for Corot data seems
persistent, reaching up to 3 Terabytes for
the month April 2011.

3.5

International impact of CoRoT

We present here a few « indicators » which can give an idea of the resonance of the CoRoT
data in the world, concerning both the scientific community and also some outreach
initiatives.

3.5.1 Data Requests
The requests come from all over the world.
USA and France, with respectively 1273 and 962 distinct origin of connection, are at the top
of the list.
They are followed by UK (337), Germany (325), Spain (175), Italy (156), China (154), Brazil
(124), Belgium (83)...
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Figure 16 : Geographic repartition of the requests of the public mission archive

3.5.2 CoRoT Symposia
The first CoRoT Symposium held in Paris, on February 2009, at Cité Universitaire, gathered
approximately 250 participants from the contributing countries but also from USA and
different countries over the world ; India, China, Argentina….
The contributions, transformed in papers were all submitted to Astronomy and Astrophysics,
through the classical refering procedure and assembled in the special volume n° 506 of this
review (573 pages).
The second CoRoT Symposium, held in Marseille, on June 2011 had a comparable audience.
There has been 66 invited talks and oral presentations and 94 posters.
Proceedings are being published at Paris Observatory Press (350 pages) ; readers are
encouraged to consult the published and refered papers on the same subject in scientific
journal
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The Chairpersons of the 2nd Symposium

3.5.3 Publications
In refered scientific journals, the total number of papers using CoRoT data and published
reaches now more than 400.
An ADS query counts around 600 entries with CoRoT in the title or in the abstract.
A list representative of papers, review and proceedings based on CoRoT data or stimulated by
them, since the end of 2007, inside the CoRoT community but also beyond, is presented in
Annex .
Papers cited in the text can be found in this list.
In Meetings and Conferences, the CoRoT Team is generally invited to give presentations of
the results, on a topic depending of the conference.
For instance Claire Moutou presented the CoRoT results at the first Kepler conference in
December and Annie Baglin the highlights in stellar physics at the Hakone Symposium.

3.5.4 Outreach activities and visibility
These activities are quite developed and the list below is far from exhaustive.
CoRoT is generally presented in all the public events in France as Science en fête, journées du
patrimoine,
Based on demands from the editors, papers on CoRoT are present in different types of
journals. Let’s cite a few of them :
* Scientific American
(e.g.http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=dangling-a-corot )
* New Scientist (e.g.http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn10870-corot-to-scout-forrocky-planets-around-other-stars.html)
* Nature (e.g.http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn10870-corot-to-scout-for-rockyplanets-around-other-stars.html)
* Sky & Telescope (e.g.http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news/38820797.html )
*Images de la Physique 2011, CNRS Annual magazine (pages)
* L’Astronomie
* Compte-rendus de l’Académie des Sciences
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* Science
* Pour la science
The CoRoT team contributes to different TV series, as for instance
Du big bang au vivant :Canadian television serie, chain Discover
Des etoiles ple n les yeux, Paul de Brem, CNRS Images
Towards the young people and the public more generally
Exposition sur les métiers de la Recherche pour adolescents
CoRoT : une mission, des métiers
Exhibit on the extrasolar planets in Marseille
Contributions and various activities at
La fête de la science
Les journées du patrinmoine
Partnership with elementary schools and colleges
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4 The quality of the instrument
As described in details in Auvergne et al. (2009), all the scientific specifications were fulfilled
at the beginning of the mission, and are still the same.

4.1

The photometric accuracy

4.1.1 Standard Exoplanet channel
The evolution of the performance has been computed by P. Bordé for all the runs between
January 2007 and July 2010. It’s an « average » signal noise to photon noise ratio after a
filtering of the light curves (LC). The LC used are LC delivered to scientists, all corrections
being done. The ratio signal noise to photon noise is slightly increasing ; the rate of the
increase computed on the data is 0.12 per year. An extrapolation to the end of mission (8
years) gives a typical ratio of 2.5 .

Fiureg 17 : Average of the ratio actual noise to photon noise of planet search light curve for all runs
between IRa01 and LRc06 (January 2007 to September 2010).
The measured noise is the noise in the interval 1 to 10 hours (typical duration of a transit)

4.1.2 Photometry from the « imagettes » of the exoplanet field
The photometry obtained on imagettes (generally bright stars of the exoplanet channel)
shows that most of LC have a noise ratio less than 3 comparable with the same quantity on the
LC, as evaluated by P. Bordé. Most of saturated stars (R < 11) show quite a high ratio (>= 3).
This effect is not well understood to day.	
  

	
  
Figure 18 : Ratio of the noise measured on LC obtained from imagettes to the photon noise. Most of
the LC obtained from « imagettes » have a ratio less than 3 (credit S. Barros).
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4.1.3 Seismology channel
A similar work has been done by P. Boumier on the seismology channel. On figure 19 the
ratio between the observed noise at high frequency (computed on corrected LC) and the
photons noise has been plotted (ratio versus star magnitude). This ratio must be greater than
or equal to 1. The time dependance is given by the color code (2007 black, 2009 blue, 2011
red).
We can see that for the brightest stars (V < 7) the ratio is very close to 1 and that there is no
significant time dependance. This means that the performance has not significantly evolved
from the beginning of the mission.

Figure 19 : Ratio of the observed noise level to photons noise as a function of V magnitude. The time
dependance can be evaluated with the color code (see text above)

There is also a small dependance of this ratio on the magnitude. The larger dispersion for
fainter stars can be understood as the faintest stars are more sensitive to instrumental
fluctuations like pointing fluctuations and background fluctuations.
This means that we stay close to the initial specification. Light curves are dominated by
photon noise for V = 6, and for fainter stars the ratio remains smaller than 2 up to V= 9.5.

4.1.4 Conclusions about the performances
For the two channels there is no significant degradation of the performances up to now, and it
should remain so for years. But nobody is sheltered from an unexpected event !

4.2

Status of the detectors

4.2.1 Number of hot pixels (HP)
The evolution and probable increase of the number of HP could be a matter of concern, as the
satellite crosses in the average four times a day the South Atlantic Anomaly.
This number is computed in the following way.
In a first step all pixels with an intensity threshold of 1000 e- (rather arbitrary value) are
recorded to avoid the detection of background pixels. In a second step each group of
contiguous bright pixels are sorted to eliminate bright pixels group with more than 3 pixels
(considered as possible stars). The resulting number of HP in underestimated by
approximately 10%, which is the surface occupied by stars (Figure 20).
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Figure 20 : Percentage of HP as a function of time.

The HP intensity being temperature (increasing intensity with temperature) dependant we
correct for each run the threshold of the CCDs temperature, the reference point being at -40 C.
The HP percentage shows a saturation with time, and even though this is not completely
understood, it is a very important result for a possible extension (Figure 21).

Figure 21 : Percentage of HP assuming a temperature of -40°C for all images.

4.2.2 Evolution of the charge transfer efficiency (CTE).
A low degradation of the CTE can be seen for the brightest stars of the seismology channel,
both in the CCD image and memory zone and in the register (Figure 22 and 23). This effect is
not detected on the exoplanet search channel as the stars are fainter The photometric mask
being computed specifically for each star this effect has no consequence on the photometry.

Figure 22 : Charges are spread outside the PSF area. Transfer of lines in the image and memory
zone. Images cover aproximately 50x50 pixels.
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Figure 23 : CTE degradation in the register, visible only for bright stars close to the CCD column
center. The horizontal spreading of the charge depends on the direction of charges transfer in the
register. The center columns (xc = 1024) can be seen in the two images, respectively on the right and
left of the two windows. Images cover aproximately 50x50 pixels.

4.2.3 Black pixels.
Two new black columns (due to traps) have been recently detected on the seismology channel
(see for instance Figure 23). The number of targets being small it is quite easy to avoid those
columns. On the planet search CCD E2, we have not yet found such degraded columns.

4.2.4 Long term evolution of the photons detection efficiency.
The flux decrease has been computed on « constant » stars of the two channels. A decrease
close to 6.4 E-5 per day was measured in 2010. We add new measurements on stars of 2011
summer runs (green crosses in Figure 24). We cannot see any significant evolution.

Figure 24 : Measurements made on LC during the summer 2011 (green crosses) don’t show any
significant variations of the long term flux decrease.

4.3

Evolution of the onboard software

Some serious improvements could be obtained, implying a modification of the onboard
software, and are being seriously considered.
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4.3.1 Modification of the templates in the exoplanet field
The present evolution of the observing strategy, as well as a better knowledge of the
attribution mechanism lead to consider seriously a redefinition of the set of templates.

4.3.2 Barycenter measurement in the exoplanet field.
The difficulty is that the fluctuations of the barycenter of the exoplanet targets are dominated
by the pointing fluctuations. But quantity can be measured precisely through the pointing
fluctuations of the bright stars of the seismology channel.
The required accuracy of 4 10-4 pixels could be reached. As seen on Figure 24b, the
correlation between the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) displacement on the detector, of two
stars of run LRa03, is very good.
More work is needed to assess this preliminary positive indication.

Figure 24b: Barycentre X and Y (1 pixel added to Y for clarity) for a planet star (R= 12.62, black
curve) and a seismology star (V= 5.7, red curve). In both cases, the barycentre is computed on 32 sec.
integration time" imagettes"

4.4

Extension of the field of view

In order to increase the number of potentially interesting targets, we will probably be able to
extend the "CoRoT eyes" to a radius of 15 degrees (10 degrees today).
Two quantities will be affected by an increase of the distance to the eyes center: scattered
light from the earth and the CCD temperature.
* Preliminary measurements in orbit show that the level of straylight remains smaller than
expected through modeling before launch, due to the excellent quality of the baffle. An
extension of the maximum acceptable angle from 10 to14 or 15 degrees seems acceptable.
More precise measurements will be done in early spring, just after the reversal of the
satellite….
The temperature of the CCD increases with increasing declination; checks will be needed to
validate such observations, if necessary.
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Figure 25 : Stars brighter than V= 7 in the anticentre field of view of CoRoT, from the CoRoTsky
Data base.
The white circle corresponds to a 10° radius, an extension to 14 to 15 degrees is foreseen.
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5 The scientific programme for a 3 year extension
5.1

Context

We have now entered the period of data interpretation.
Data are now used extensively and will be used for years to interpret in terms of physical
processes the behavior of the interiors of stars and planets but also to understand the global
system and the interaction between all the bodies, planets, stars and with their environment.
Kepler, the CoRoT big brother, a much more expensive mission, is a kind of second
generation mission with respect to CoRoT. It has been lauched 3 years ago and produces an
enormous amount of data of extremely good quality.
In the exoplanet domain, it is focussed on the discovery of earth like habitable planets.
It observes in a unique direction for at least 4 years.
CoRoT cannot reach such long durations, but observes in different directions of the sky.
It is also able to detect planets in the domain of parameters where CoRoT is adapted to,
complementing the CoRoT statistics in his field of view. Clearly Kepler is better designed for
planet detection down to Earth analogs and the candidates specificities have clearly
demonstrated how well the instrument matches its specifications.
Kepler is also doing asteroseismology via the KASC consortium, and tight cooperations with
the CoRoT seismology working group are already operating and efficient.
Then the major differences between the two missions are:
- CoRoT is a pionner small mission, and Kepler a second generation project
- CoRoT being first has developped methodologies, and understood the major difficulties
- CoRoT observes in different regions of the sky, populated by differrent stellar populations
- CoRoT is doing seismology on bright stars that Kepler will not do
- Kepler may detect Earth-like habitable planets and other long period objetcs that CoRoT
cannot reach.
CoRoT

Kepler

1.96 per pointing

105

1400

105

up to 180 days

3.5 years

12 324 mV=14.0

25 000 mV=13.6

Photometric precision (ppm/ hr)

700

80

nb of candidates

663

2326

nb of confirmed planets

27

33

nb of confirmed planets with
measured mass

25

FOV sq deg
Accessible FOV sq deg
Duration of a run
nb of cool dwarfs & subgiants

Table 4 : Comparison of the two space photometric missions that are currently detecting planets.
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CoRoT presents interesting specificities:
- CoRoT is probing different fields in different regions of the Galaxy, the CoRoT viewing
zones being indeed in the Galactic plane. Different stellar population are thus expected with
different ages and metallicities, a difference which is interesting in both programmes
- CoRoT planets could be characterized in great details, thanks to the accompanying followup observations. For small mass planets, the limited number of promising candidates allows
us to dedicate more telescope time for spectroscopic characterization. A good
characterization of the planets is really mandatory in order to better understand the physical
properties and their formation. Another interesting outcome of this huge observational effort
is a better evaluation of the false positive rate of the CoRoT candidates. This has also
allowed to re-asses the false positive rate of Kepler candidates in the giant domain on better
basis than a simple stellar population statistics.
CoRoT seismology field is able to probe young stellar regions and in particular hot and
massive stars, absent from the Kepler field.

This evolving context has lead the Scientific Committee to define four major directions :
* Extension and continuation of the exoplanet programme but focused on bright stars,
* Observations of bright star hosting planets in the seismology field
* Exploration of specific CoRoT niches in stellar physics,
* Development of Galactic astronomy integrating seismic indexes.
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5.2

The exoplanet programme

The CoRoT discoveries proved the instrument capability to explore the domain of extra-solar
planets at short orbital periods and detect planets over a wide range of size and properties.
Continuous observations over long time spans also demonstrate their potential to probe
different aspects of the planetary systems with, for example, the search for planet - host stars
interactions. Another important asset of the CoRoT exoplanet program is the accompanying
follow-up process. It allows not only to filter out stellar systems that mimic planet transit but
mainly to characterize the planet. Getting the mass and the eccentricity of the planet in
addition to its radius is of prime interest to discern its internal structure and to better
understand the planet formation process. This, however, requires a huge observational effort
with about 30 nights of telescope time per semester on the largest facilities devoted to the
CoRoT follow-up program.
The exoplanet program proposed for this second extension is in line with the current program,
that is the exploration and characterization of the close-in planet population from super-Earth
sized ones to giants. For the mission extension, we propose however to optimize the strategy
as follows.

5.2.1 Characterizing planets in the sub-Saturn regime.
As shown rpreceedingly, super-Earth size planets can be discovered in the light curves of
stars brighter than R ≈ 14 only and are definitely out of CoRoT’s reach for fainter stars. The
detection of these small size planets is however only a first step, especially considering the
high number of Kepler candidates in this range of size. What is yet required is to measure
both the planet’s size and mass so that their internal structure could be modeled and their
formation and evolution better understood. As illustrated by CoRoT-7b and more recently
CoRoT-22b, but also by Kepler 10b, characterizing the physical nature of small mass planets
is very demanding in terms of follow-up observations.
At the faint end of the CoRoT magnitude range, only hot-Jupiter like planets could be
detected. Even for massive planets, their characterization for faint host stars requires large
size telescopes and nevertheless, it remains problematic. In the case of CoRoT-16b (V= 15.6)
and CoRoT-21b (V=16) which are Jupiter-like planets in a few days orbit, even with a few
tens of radial velocity measurements performed with HIRES and HARPS, the value of the
orbit eccentricity could not be constrained. This directly impacts our knowledge of the
physical and dynamical properties of the systems and weakens the scientific interest of the
planet.
By focusing on stars brighter than V = 15 in the exoplanet channel, our objectives are :
- To lighten the load on both the detection and the follow-up processes and concentrate the
observational effort on the most promising candidates. In particular this would allow to
increase the observational time devoted to radial velocity measurements of small mass planets
so that their mass could be accurately measured and their physical properties better
constrained.
- To use the telemetry that would be made available by cutting off nearly one half of the
targets in order to increase the number of imagettes in the exoplanet channel. The advantage
is that from imagettes, we would benefit from obtaining the centroid curve, that is the center
of light distribution as a function of time. This is a powerful mean to check for false positives
due to background eclipsing binaries by comparing the behavior of centroids during and
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outside transits. Indeed a background eclipsing binary diluting the target’s light causes a
significant displacement of the centroid during the transit events. As a consequence of this
additional screening of false positives, we expect to reduce significantly the number of
candidates listed for follow-up observations. This will allow to concentrate the telescope time
on the most promising candidates.
In summary, the objective of this requested extension will be the search for Neptune-size and
Super-Earth planets around bright stars and the detailed characterization of hot-Jupiter
planets.

5.2.2 Detect and study transiting planets around stars with known planets.
Another objective of the program is the detection of transiting planets around stars with
known planets observed with the asteroseismology CCD. While the number of targets
observed in the asteroseismology channel is not sufficient to carry out a program dedicated to
the detection of transiting planets, observations of some planetary systems has a high
scientific interest.
Kepler observations have indeed revealed that transiting multi-planetary systems are quite
common and account for ~ 20% of the Kepler candidates. The chance of detecting a new
transiting planet in a system with already known planet(s) is thus higher than just probing the
sky for new planets.
In addition, it would be possible to characterize the host star via asteroseismolgy and further
accurately infer the planet’s parameters as already done in the cases of HD 52265b (Gizon et
al. 2011) and HD 46375b (Gaulme et al. 2010).

Figure 26: Known planets in the present CoRoT eyes. Planets with magnitude from 12 to 16 have
been discovered in the CoRoT exoplanet channel

Besides the CoRoT discoveries, there are 27 stars with known planets within CoRoT eyes of
an extended radius of 20 degrees (resp. there are 20 planets within radii of just over 16
degrees). Five of them have short periods around 50 days or less (see Table 3) but most have
longer periods, up to 2000 days. The chance that these planets are transiting their host star is
very low, e.g. less than 1%. However, our main objective would be not to detect their transits
but to find additional low-mass and short-periodic transiting companions. The detection of
even a single new planet in any of these systems would be very valuable as these host stars
have magnitudes in the range of V=7 to 9. It would thus allow a deep characterization of these
systems by complementary observations for their physical properties. Indeed, detailed planet
characterization needs planets transiting sufficiently bright stars so that they can be studied
spectroscopically. Small size planets orbiting bright solar type stars, with both their mass and
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radius measured, remain rare (Figure 26) as they require photometric precision which can be
achieve from space-based observations only and radial velocity measurements in the m/s
domain. These bright targets are out of reach of CoRoT/Exoplanet and Kepler surveys but can
be easily photometrically monitored in the CoRoT asteroseismology channel.

Figure 27: planets detected by radial velocity (blue dots) and transits (red triangles). The domain of
small size planets orbiting bright targets is barely filled by transiting planets.

5.2.3 Detection of giant planets on wide orbits
The planet radius /vs semi-major axis diagramme for giant planets (Schneider et al. 2011)
shows that the (few) transiting planets on wide orbits have "regular" radii as predicted by
models, contrary to hot Jupiters which are anomalously inflated.
The re-observation of mono- and bi-transits already detected by CoRoT could extend the
statistics of transiting planets with periods larger than ~75 days. This statistics could help to
improve the planet radius /vs orbite size correlation and therefore constrain models of planet
inflation. It would also provide a few targets for transmission spectroscopy for JWST to
understand the physics of temperate Jupiter atmospheres.

Figure 27b : The planet radius versus semi-major axis (from the Planet Encyclopedia)
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Table 5: Planets in extended r=20deg CoRoT Eyes. Data from exoplanet.eu in January 2012.
planet	
  

orb.	
  
period	
  
(day)	
  
	
  

mass	
  
orbital	
  
(Mjup)	
   eccentricty	
  

	
  

	
  

Center-‐Eye	
  

HD	
  175541	
  b	
  
HD	
  179079	
  b	
  

297.3	
  
14.48	
  

0.61	
  
0.08	
  

0.33	
  
0.12	
  

HD	
  171028	
  b	
  
HD	
  164509	
  b	
  

550	
  
282.4	
  

1.98	
  
0.48	
  

HD	
  168443	
  b	
  
HD	
  168443	
  c	
  

58.11	
  
1749.83	
  

HD	
  183263	
  b	
  
HD	
  183263	
  c	
  
HD	
  170469	
  b	
  
HD	
  168746	
  b	
  

Vmag	
   distance*	
  
(deg)	
  

star	
  spec.	
  
type	
  

comment	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

8.03	
  
7.95	
  

4.5	
  
5.9	
  

G8IV	
  
G5IV	
  

	
  

0.59	
  
0.26	
  

8.31	
  
8.24	
  

8.2	
  
12.1	
  

G0	
  
G5V	
  

	
  
	
  

7.66	
  
17.19	
  

0.53	
  
0.21	
  

6.92	
  
6.92	
  

12.2	
  
12.2	
  

G5	
  
G5	
  

	
  
	
  

626.5	
  
2950	
  

3.67	
  
3.82	
  

0.36	
  
0.25	
  

7.86	
  
7.86	
  

12.7	
  
12.7	
  

G2IV	
  
G2IV	
  

	
  
	
  

1145	
  
6.4	
  

0.67	
  
0.23	
  

0.11	
  
0.08	
  

8.21	
  
7.95	
  

12.8	
  
13.8	
  

G5IV	
  
G5	
  

	
  
	
  

nu	
  Oph	
  b	
  
nu	
  Oph	
  c	
  
ksi	
  Aql	
  b	
  

536	
  
3169	
  
136.75	
  

22.3	
  
24.5	
  
2.8	
  

0.13	
  
0.18	
  
0	
  

3.33	
  
3.33	
  
4.72	
  

16.1	
  
16.1	
  
18.2	
  

G9III	
  
G9III	
  
G9IIIb	
  

HD	
  231701	
  b	
  

141.6	
  
	
  

1.08	
  
	
  

0.1	
  
8.97	
  
Anticenter-‐Eye	
  

19.5	
  
	
  

F8V	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

HD	
  52265	
  b	
  
HD	
  46375	
  b	
  

119.6	
  
3.02	
  

1.05	
  
0.25	
  

0.35	
  
0.04	
  

6.3	
  
7.94	
  

6	
  
6.9	
  

G0	
  V	
  
K1	
  IV	
  

	
  
in	
  Sra02;	
  reobservation	
  proposed	
  

HD	
  45652	
  b	
  
HD	
  44219	
  b	
  

43.6	
  
472.3	
  

0.47	
  
0.58	
  

0.38	
  
0.61	
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* Distance from the middle of the Center (18h 50m, ±0deg) resp. the Anticenter Eye (6h 50m, ±0deg).
Planets are sorted by this distance.
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5.3

The Stellar physics programme

The fruitfull 5 years experience associated with the numerous observational and interpretation
results presented herebefore allows to propose ambitious updated priority lines for the
extension of the scientific program. These priority lines are more focused than initial ones
because our experience of the instrument performances, of the expected stellar signal and of
the global problematics is more mature. They also include our experience of the Kepler
performances and specificities to determine aspects where CoRoT is best suited to make
crucial contributions.
The results already obtained from CoRoT data have shown that this mission is able to
document many aspects of stars, by revealing their microvariability at the level of several
ppm. They have also confirmed the interest to merge this information in interpretation work
to produce an optimal output.
There is clearly more than oscillations to be characterized from these light curves and there is
more than seismology to be adressed with these data. This is why the programme has changed
his name from Seismology to Stellar Physics, and covers data from both fields.

5.3.1 Going further with solar analogs
5.3.1.1 The stellar-solar connection
The first objective of CoRoT considering solar-type pulsators was to observe and characterize
oscillations in stars significantly hotter or more evolved than the Sun. This has been achieved
rapidly, allowing first quantitative comparison with theoretical expectations and opening a
rich interpretation activity still going on. Then, gradually, we have considered targets in
intermediate range of mass or evolution stage, to complete and refine the study. An important
next step was to observe stars close enough to the Sun in terms of global parameters (mass,
metallicity, age) in order to strengthen the link between the stars and the Solar case. In this
respect, both CoRoT and Kepler first years observations have revealed the difficulty to find
suitable targets very close to the Sun in terms of global parameters (Mass, metallicity, age).
For CoRoT however, a few candidates existed, though a bit faint (mV~6.9) considering that
intrinsic amplitudes of these objects are the lowest ones CoRoT has been dimensioned to
measure with precision.

Figure 28. HD 42618: left: position in the HR diagramme compared with early CoRoT targets

(red), more re cent targets (orange) and latest ones (yellow); right: echelle diagram showing
the three ridges associated with l=0,1 and 2 modes.
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The observational success of the detection of solar like oscillations in HD 42618 (mV~6.7)
confirms that we have with CoRoT a unique opportunity to observe these objects. HD 42618,
with a large separation Δν=141µHz, Teff=5800K is the star closest to the Sun with a rich
oscillation spectrum measured from space.
Kepler can also obtain comparable data on such objects, but, we are talking about necessarily
‘bright enough’ objects ( for both CoRoT and Kepler) which number is limited in a restricted
field of 100sq degrees as for Kepler (RQ for CoRoT, accessible field is ~ 2 times 300 sq
degrees in the initial 10deg eyes, and becomes ~ 2 times 700 sq degrees in the perspective of
15deg eyes …)
And thus, CoRoT is in a good position to address this topic of main sequence cool solar-like
pulsators.

Figure 29. Possible new targets (in the perspective of a 15 deg extension of CoRoT eyes) with
global properties close to the Sun and bright enough to obtain individual modes
characterization. Note HD168443 which is known to host planets detected in radial velocity.
5.3.1.2 Planet host stars.
The interest for seismic characterization of stars known to host planets has been very much
discussed over the past few years ((see also § 5.2.2), when it became clear that one of the
main uncertainty factor for planet characterization comes from the uncertainties on the
associated star.
It also became clear that mutual interaction (as e.g. chemical enrichment of the stellar outer
layers by infalling planets) suggested that the star-planets system globally is probably a
sensible level to consider stars and planets formation and evolution. Among the bright stars
observable with CoRoT, some are known to have planets around. This is the case of
HD52265 which has been observed successfully and for which the seismic characterization of
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the central star is under progress. Among the results already obtained, a better determination
of the mass and a seismic determination of the inclinaison angle allowed to better characterize
the star planet system and the planet mass.

Figure 30: HD52265: constraints on the estimate of absolute rotation rate and inclination
obtained from the CoRoT data: seismology (red) and starspots (green), combined with
spectroscopic Vsini determination (Gizon et al. in prep).
Several other systems exist in the CoRoT field, including bright ones when extending the
CoRoT eyes to 15 degrees as considered now. For some of them, a chance even exists to
reveal an eclipse of a close-in planet which would not have been detected in radial velocity
measurements. This would be a major advance compared with what has been achieved in this
domain by CoRoT and Kepler so far (see § 5.2.2)

Figure 31: Some solar-type pulsators candidates with known radial velocity planets in the
center direction. For the faintest ones presented here, we expect at least seismic indexes
(large separation, νmax,…) to characterize the central star. Such candidates exist also in the
anticenter direction (see also Table 5, for an exhaustive list)
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5.3.1.3 Magnetic cycles
The discovery with CoRoT of a magnetic activity cycle signature in frequencies and mode
linewidth of HD49933 (thanks to its reobservation) opened new perspective. Such a detection
has not been repeated so far on other objects observed at most 5 months. This encourages
reobservation of more solar-type pulsators after a few years. This can be coupled with
reobservation of other types of pulsators, to look for possible changes in modes amplitudes
and/or on activity and granulation over a few years. In this respect, compared to Kepler,
CoRoT can address longer time scales. It also deals with brighter targets more easily followed
in spectroscopy.

5.3.2 A CoRoT niche: the hot and massive stars
No competitor to CoRoT exists for the seismology of hot stars. The NASA Kepler satellite
observes one single field of view, which contains an old population of stars and therefore no
O stars, no early-B stars, no early-type supergiants, and only 3 dozens of late B stars
including only one late Be star in its entire field. The Canadian satellite MOST can observe
almost anywhere in the sky and did successfully observe a few hot stars but it is limited to
very bright stars and thus has a very limited access to specific hot stars chosen to address
theoretical questions and stellar physics in general. In addition MOST can only observe
continuously for very short period of times (typically 2 weeks).
The first results obtained on hot stars with CoRoT allow us to update the problematic
associated with these objects and propose several guidelines to investigate with CoRoT during
its new extension.
5.3.2.1 Oscillations, granulation and the outer convective shell of hot stars
The existence and extension of the outer convective shell very near the surface in hot stars
(early B and O stars) is a subject of debate. The CoRoT results revealed solar-like oscillations
in two stars (one B, one O star), which could be explained by a convective shell more
efficient than thought before, but also by the convective core. Such oscillation modes are
searched in other hot stars but have not been found so far. On the other hand, CoRoT results
also revealed in the few O stars observed so far the existence of a strong low frequency
contribution in the power spectra which could be associated with a phenomenon like
granulation induced by the outer convective zone mentioned previously.
CoRoT represents a unique opportunity to obtain long term observations on a representative
set of hot stars (so far, O stars have been observed in a short run only).
5.3.2.2 Correlation between stellar pulsation and mass loss
Mass loss is considered as a crucial phenomenon in the evolution of massive stars and thus
indirectly on the chemical enrichment of the Universe. The CoRoT observations have shown
for the first time the evolution of oscillation behavior in a Be stars during an outburst (event
of mass ejection) as seen on figure 32. Thanks to these data, the sequence of events during an
outburst has recently been analyzed theoretically and modeled, and a new scenario emerged.
Reobservation of such a phenomenon in the same star and/or in other Be stars would help to
confirm and refine this scenario. The probability of re-observing an outburst with CoRoT in
HD 49330 for instance is very high since this Be star is very hot (B0) and undergoes outbursts
about every 10 months.
Another link between stellar pulsations and mass loss could come from the excitation of
strange modes which have very short amplification timescales and which are predicted to be
excited in stars presenting rather large mass loss rates. First evidence of periodic mass-loss
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Figure 32: Outburst observed in HD 49330 with CoRoT: right: light curve at different stages
of the outburst; left: pulsation spectrum at these specific stages, showing changes in the
pulsation behavior of the star (Huat et al. 2009).
episodes due to an oscillation mode with variable amplitude has been found in CoRoT
observation of a hot mid-B supergiant (Aerts et al., 2010). Meanwhile, a later-type B
supergiant has been observed with similar behavior, but unfortunately the length of this
CoRoT time series is insufficient to deduce if any mass-loss episodes are connected with the
photometric outburst-type light curve.

	
  

Figure 33: HD 50064 a hot (B) supergiant star ~45Mo showing a 37d variation attributed to
strange modes and a change in amplitude at day 60 (Aerts et al. 2010).	
  
	
  

5.3.2.3 Mixed core extension
The extension of the mixed core beyond the formal convective limit is a central problem for
stellar evolution of all stars with mass above the solar one. This problem is clearly identified
as the primordial factor of uncertainty on stellar age determinations and is considered as a top
priority in the stellar physics scientific programme. We need observational constraints for a
large range of masses, evolution stages, rotation… to progress in our understanding and
description of this phenomenon.
CoRoT data have been used already to address this problem in various type of stars, including
a few hot stars. The measurement (for the first time, Degroote et al. 2010) of a periodic
deviation from the mean period spacing of g-modes is the signature of a “sharp” feature
within the deep internal structure of the star, namely the chemical profile left by the receeding
convective core during the main sequence phase (Miglio et al. 2008). This study suggests the
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existence of a relatively large extension of the mixed core during the evolution of this slow
rotating star. The question is also being addressed in two (fast rotating) Be stars already
(Neiner et al.2011), suggesting a large extension of the mixed core. This is detected also in a
slow rotating β Cephei (Aerts et al. 2011), where classical interpretations favor a small
extension of the mixed core.
The extension of the set of stars, including as much as possible hybrid pulsators like
HD50230 showing p and g modes is obviously foreseen to progress with this problem. 	
  
5.3.2.4 Effects of magnetic fields on stellar pulsations, structure and evolution
Magnetic field is a topic with renewed interest partly because of the recent progresses of
spectropolarimetry. It is suspected to play an important role in stellar structure and evolution.
In the last decade about 30 magnetic massive (non-Bp) stars have been discovered and this
number is progressing rapidly. Two magnetic massive stars are in the CoRoT field: HD 47777
is a magnetic Herbig star, i.e. a progenitor of a future Ap star, and V2052 Oph is one of the
very rare magnetic β Cephei star. Their observations would allow to explore the possibility to
put additional constraints on seismic modeling since the magnetic field directly impacts the
splitting of the pulsation modes. It would also allow to compare magnetic stars versus nonmagnetic stars, with the prospect to address the long standing debate between theories on the
origin of this magnetic field: fossile versus dynamo field thoeries.

5.3.3 Another CoRot niche : the Young clusters
CoRoT has the possibility to look at star formation regions, in the anticentre direction.
The preceeding topic on hot stars is also a consequence of this interesting direction.
The young open Clusters are also particularly interesting, as members of Open Clusters were
born at about the same time, from the same molecular cloud and therefore have similar
chemical composition, if the cloud was homogeneous, and members usually have similar
ages. Equally important, the distance of a member can be estimated from cluster properties
without knowing a parallax. Open clusters allow therefore to test models of stellar structure
and evolution in a much more stringent way than is possible with an isolated star.
The long standing problem of the coexistence of pulsational instability and stability for stars
apparently analogous, is completely renewed. CoRoT with its exquisite precision, revealed
stars showing no oscillation at the ppm level in a domain of parameter where they were
suspected to be variable. The occurrence in the instability strip of such stars, in which helium
responsible for triggering the oscillations would have sunk and the link between this and
rotation is also a long standing question and CoRoT, by lowering the detection level a few
hundred times, is starting to shed a new light on it.
After two years CoRoT has observed about 40 of those objects, half of them in long runs.
Even if this number could seem quite high, it has to be increased again, as the number of
processes at stake is important, as attested by the variety of behaviours of the variability in
this domain.
By increasing significantly this sample, in regions of the sky were such objects are frequent
the extention of the mission will allow to investigate further which differences in structure
between these different types of objects and distentangle the effects of the global parameters
(rotation, metallicity,magnetic field,...) responsible for them.
Within its field of view of ~1.3 square degrees, COROT is most suitable for observing some
nearby clusters, which allows for complementary measurements (e.g., spectroscopy) without
the need of heavily oversubscribed 8m-plus telescopes.
In the foreseeable future COROT will be the only space telescope capable to observe young
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clusters. The KEPLER field-of-view on the other hand is located high above the galactic
plane where no young clusters can be found. Hence, the KEPLER mission is not suited for
such objects.
Several open clusters are visible in the current eyes of COROT: 14+/-3 in the center direction
and 41+/-4 in the anticenter direction.
Five of the clusters in the anticenter direction are younger than 10 million years allowing thus
to observe stars that were recently born, that still contract towards the main sequence and
have not yet started hydrogen burning.
Among those are the two clusters that were already observed by COROT with much success:
Dolidze 25, which was observed as additional target during one of the long runs, and NGC
2264, which was driving the selection of a short run (SRa01) ; see § 2.2.5.
This run (though very short) illustrates the breadth of science which can be addressed with
open clusters. The "NGC 2264 team" consists of ~70 scientists from the COROT community
which study the interaction of young stellar objects with their circumstellar matter, investigate
the rotation and activity properties of cluster members, probe the interiors of pre-main
sequence stars using asteroseismology and search for planetary and stellar eclipses around
young stars. At least 4 papers have already been published.
The insterst for this kind of subject is demonstrated once more by a coordinated campaign,
just finishing, implying, CoRoT for more thn 1500 members of the cluster, MOST for the
very bright stars, Spitzer in IR and Chandra in X, as well as spectroscopic observations at
VLT and several 2m telescopes.

5.3.4 Stellar systems with great physical interest : Eclipsing binairies
Eclipsing binaries (EB) are the most numerous sample among the regular variables observed
by CoRoT. The large majority of EBs is found in the exoplanet programme Archives. A
handful of interesting EBs are present as well in the seismo sample, because of intentional
choice or thanks to serendipitous discovery.
The well known asset of eclipsing binaries, of great interest for stellar physics, is the
possibility of deriving absolute stellar parameters (masses, radii) with a purely geometrical
method and with accuracy which can be better than 1 %. This, together with the constraints of
coevality and of same chemical composition of the components, has been often used to tests
the assumptions of stellar evolutive models (e.g. overshooting, treatment of convection), (see
for instance Torres et al. 2010, Claret 2009, Schroeder et al. 1997).
The discrepancy between low mass MS binary components radii and temperatures with
respect to evolutionary models and its correlation with magnetic activity levels provides, for
instance, indications of the role of magnetic fields in modifying the stellar structure (Morales
et al. 2008).
To get however accurate stellar parameters high dispersion and phase resolved spectroscopy
have to be combined with the CoRoT photometry.
This is needed to achieve an optimal resolution in radial velocity and to allow a reliable
determination of the atmospheric parameters and chemical composition.
It is an easy task for the seismo targets but is feasible only for the brightest fraction of the
exofield with intermediate class telescopes which are typically those available for such
relatively time demanding programs .
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Therefore the two samples are naturally suited for different types of studies: while the seismoEBs allow in depth case studies of individual objects, the exo planet EBs can especially
contribute, with its numerous fainter targets, to improve the EB statistics and the knowledge
of binary formation processes and evolution.
Though binaries were not among the priorities of the first phases of the mission, CoRoT has
proven its ability to contribute significantly to the advance of the knowledge of these objects,
as described in § 2.2.4. So th
More attention will be given to them in the future, as promissing issues are foreseen.

5.3.5 Pulsations in binaries
Binarity is an additional opportunity for asteroseismic analysis, because of the important
constrain on mass and radius, which reduces the degeneracy of solution of pulsational
analysis. It has been shown by previous results, that disentangling of binary signal
from pulsations is feasible, and that the complexity added to the analysis is more than
balanced by what can be derived from binarity.
For instance, a test of the scaling relation of solar-type pulsators (and Red Giants) providing
stellar masses and radii, could be performed by comparing the values from pulsational
analysis with the independent ones from binarity (from eclipsing or interferometric binaries).
The best approach is, for solar type pulsators, to select seismo targets in (non-interacting) EB
systems, while in the case of RG components also exo field targets might be suitable (larger
amplitude of pulsation). A few possible bright binary targets are already known in the CoRoT
eyes but require further characterization (mainly by ground based spectroscopy, as most are
from ground based photometric surveys and little is known on their characteristics).
Long monitoring (LR) will be necessary essentially for the asteroseismic analysis, to cover a
few orbital periods.
5.3.5.1 Study of tidal interaction in close binaries, particularly in hot stars.
This effect can be detected through the detection and analysis of tidally induced pulsation.
CoRoT, at variance with Kepler, observes as well hot stars (such as HD 174884), therefore
these should be the preferred type of targets. Long runs will be the best to improve frequency
accuracy and separation of intrinsic and tidally induced pulsations.
5.3.5.2 Beaming binaries in CoRoT
The beaming effect was predicted to be measurable in CoRoT targets by Zucker et al. (2007).
It was first detected in Kepler targets (Bloemen et al. 2010) and, then in CoRoT-3 (Mazeh &
Faigler, 2010).
Beaming effect is best observed in systems with components of very different spectral
characteristic (the contribution of the two components are of opposite sign and cancel out for
identical stars). The beaming effect is dominant with respect to other proximity effects in late
type systems with P~10d or longer , and it can be disentangled from other effects because of
its exact periodicity.
Beaming, in suitable systems, provides from photometry alone information similar to that
from the radial velocity curve (the system does not even need to be eclipsing). The same
orbital parameters normally derivable for single lined spectroscopic binaries can be obtained
for a much larger sample of systems, which have good photometry but are too faint for
spectroscopic follow up, dramatically increasing the sample for statistical studies.
5.3.5.3 Enrichment of the CoRoT exoplanet EB samples
This will allow the comparison with Kepler EBs (i.e. systems at different galactic latitudes)
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also for different subsamples selected on the basis of suitable color combinations.

5.4

Galactic astronomy: the Red Giants programme

The detection of solar-like oscillations in G-K red giants has provided the most surprising
results with a great and unexpected impact on other astrophysical domains. Although
stochastic oscillations in red giant stars were already suspected from ground-based
observations, their non-radial character was definitely proven by CoRoT observations (De
Ridder et al. 2009), leading to a revision of previous accepted ideas concerning solar-like
oscillations in this kind of objects.
CoRoT gathers data on these objects on both fields. In the seismo field, on bright members,
the internal structure can be studied in details and the pulsation properties can be calibrated as
a function of the global parameters. Then, in the exoplanet field, thousands of objects are
observed simultaneously and galactic structure is questionned.

5.4.1 Scaling laws in the seismofield
5.4.1.1 Oscillation driving and transport processes
The comparison of the mass and radius distributions with the predictions from stellar
synthesis populations are very encouraging concerning the validity of the scaling relations
used in population studies (see § 2.2.7) and the perspectives of ``ensemble'' asteroseismology.
Different studies (i.e., Stello et al. 2010, Basu et al. 2011, Miglio et al. 2011a) suggest a
precision of respectively 10% and 5% for mass and radius. A check of these relations is
however needed. 	
  
The CoRoT seismo-field can contribute to the calibration of these scaling laws by observing
red giant stars for which independent estimates of mass and/or radius are (or may be)
available. For instance red giants in binary systems, bright stars with good parallax and
possible interferometric radius measurements, or red giants in clusters. 	
  
Moreover, observing bright Red Giants will allow a contemporaneous ground-based
spectroscopic follow-up aimed at answering the debated question concerning the relationship
between luminosity and radial-velocity amplitudes of solar like oscillations. Mesauring
abundances of individual chemical elements, parallax, rotation velocity, etc…. will allow a
complete study to test theoretical models with standard and non-standard physics.	
  
Seismic sounding of HeII ionization zone	
  
As described in § 2.2.2 , the frequency differences of the p-modes can be used to mesure the
depth of the He II ionization zone also in red giants. The oscillation of the second difference
as a function of frequency is directly related to the acoustic depth of this region with strong
gradients (see Figure 5, Right).	
  
5.4.1.2

Stellar populations and Galactic history in the exoplanet field	
  
There are several aspects of red giant stars solar-like oscillations that makes of the high
precision photometric light curves in CoRoT-exofield a gold mine for the study of stellar
populations, formation and chemical evolution of the Galaxy. First of all, it has been shown
that basic features of red giant oscillation spectra, such as the frequency at maximum power
(νmax) and the frequency separation between consecutive radial modes (Δν), when
complemented by information on the effective temperature, can provide (using scaling
relations) stellar masses and radii for several hundreds of red giants, as was already done for
the first two CoRoT long runs (Hekker et al. 2009, Miglio et al. 2009, Mosser et al. 2010).
Such a large number of model-independent stellar parameters for single stars has no
5.4.1.3
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precedent. An obvious but surprising consequence is the possibility of deriving distances once
reddening corrections are applied, and therefore, locate these red giants in a 3D image of the
Galaxy (Figs. 34 and 235). Note that given the high intrinsic luminosity of red giants
compared to dwarfs, these data allow us to see quite far in the Galaxy, up to about 10kpc (Fig.
3, LRc01), whereas Hipparcos precise parallaxes are available only up to 100pc.

Figure 34. Distribution on the galactic plane of the red giants with asteroseismic characterization
from the light curves obtained in the CoRoT exofield for six long runs and in the Kepler field. LRa01
(red), LRa02 (yellow), LRa03 (orange), LRc01 (dark-blue), LRc02 (middle-blue), LRc03 (light-blue),
Kepler (green). (From Miglio et al. 2011b)

Figure 35. Vertical coordinate with respect to the galactic plane of red giants in Fig. 1 (From Miglio
et al. 2011b)
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Figure 36. Histograms of number of red giants as a function of the distance to the Sun for the six
CoRoT long runs in Figures 34 and 35.

Moreover, even if not completely free from stellar modeling, the mass of a red giant star,
given its evolution rate, is a good proxy of its age. In addition, oscillation spectra also allow
one to distinguish between H-shell burning and central He-burning phases (Bedding et al.
2011, Mosser et al. 2011). So, once the chemical composition is known, asteroseismology can
provide stellar ages within a 15% uncertainty, while classical methods such as isochrones may
be uncertain by a factor two. It is worth mentioning here that while stellar modeling
uncertainties such as the size of the extra-mixing region around the convective core can affect
by 20% the age of A-F dwarfs (Lebreton et al. 1995), in the red giant phase this uncertainty is
reduced to 5%. The reason is that a larger mixed region in main sequence (MS) models also
implies a quicker sub-giant phase, partially balancing in this way the longer MS lifetime. 	
  
The chemical enrichment of the Universe is one of the main thrusts of modern astrophysics
and the Milky Way can be seen as the Rosetta stone of this evolution. European research is
currently at the forefront in the field of Galactic Archeology (ESO/ESA report on Galactic
Populations, Chemistry and Dynamics, 2008 and Roadmap/ASTRONET 2008), i.e. the study
of the motion and composition of stars of different ages, which encode the origin and
subsequent evolution of the Milky Way (MW). The European Gaia satellite will create a 3-D
map of stars throughout our Galaxy, hence providing an observational test bench to
theoretical predictions on the origin, structure and evolutionary history of our Galaxy.
Additional crucial information both, on velocities and chemical abundances, will come even
earlier (already in 2011-2012) from several ongoing/planed spectroscopic surveys such as
SEGUE-2, APOGEE and the Gaia-ESO surveys. In addition, it is in the MW halo that the
oldest and most metal-poor stars in the Universe are observable, born at times or equivalent
redshifts still out of reach for the deepest surveys of primordial galaxies. These stars retain the
memory of the unique nucleosynthesis in the First Stars, as revealed by their striking
abundance patterns observed at very low metallicities (Chiappini et al. 2006). 	
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A serious obstacle to discriminate between different scenarios of formation and evolution of
the Galaxy components (halo, thin and thick disk and bulge) is the difficulty of measuring
distances and ages for individual field stars. That is the reason why leaders in these research
fields have shown a great interest in adding asteroseismology characterized red giants to their
ongoing and future large spectroscopic surveys aimed at constraining the Galaxy assembly
history (i.e. Freeman 2011; Chiappini 2011 in "Red Giants as Probes of the Structure and
Evolution of the Milky Way"). 	
  
Many are the proposed scenarios for the formation of the thick disk of the Milky Way, going
from the merger with smaller galaxies to fast gas accretion in the early Universe. Crucial
information on which was the dominant mechanism for the formation of the thick disk and
other Galactic components is encoded in the chemical properties and age dispersions of their
stars. Without an age information, the adopted approach has been to compare the chemical
properties of bulge, thick and thin disk stars, and use “chemical clocks”. In this way one can
address the question of which, among the competing processes of dissipation, satellite
accretion and radial migration, play the dominant role in the formation of the different
Galactic components. Star formation and accretion histories of the distinct Galactic
components can in principle be inferred by a comparison of predicted and observed
abundance patterns in each of these components. However, for this approach to be powerful,
detailed chemical information is needed. This is however, currently available only at the solar
vicinity. CoRoT could revolutionize the study of the MW formation by getting distances and
ages to stars spanning a larger volume of our galaxy. 	
  
In this respect, CoRoT plays a crucial role and its observations will be complementary to
those from the satellite Kepler. While Kepler observes a fixed field above the Galactic plane
(b=7-20°) in the region of Cygnus-Lyra, CoRoT covers different regions of the Milky Way,
alternating each 5 months observation fields close to the Galactic plane in the direction of the
Galactic center and of the anti-center. Hence Kepler will contribute to the study of the galactic
halo, and partly to the disk, while only CoRoT will be able to provide asteroseismic data of
red giants of the Bulge and to study different stellar populations inside the galactic disk. 	
  
Crucial ingredients to study evolutionary processes in the disk are the age-metallicity and
age-velocity dispersion relations, and that in different directions and at different galactic radii
and heights from the plane. The combination of chemical composition from spectroscopic
surveys with distance and ages from CoRoT seismic data will allow for the first time the
study of chemical gradients and their time evolution in different directions, close to the
galactic plane. It will provide information on the metallicity distribution of thick and thin disk
stars at different positions in the galaxy, and their time evolution. In addition, the evolution of
the stellar velocity dispersions in the disk can be studied. All of these crucial constraints will
allow us to quantify for the first time the importance of the stellar radial migration in the
formation of the Milky Way, otherwise difficult to be quantified from first principles. This
will represent an invaluable information not only for the formation of our Galaxy, but also for
the formation of spiral galaxies in general. 	
  
Furthermore, asteroseismic ages of red giants in the bulge and in the adjacent disk will allow
to test scenarios of bulge formation. Asteroseismology could constrain the chemical evolution
timescales by providing independent age estimates for the most metal-poor bulge stars
([Fe/H]~-1), with CoRoT, and for the very metal-poor halo stars ([Fe/H] <= -3), with Kepler.
If their ages are found to be similar (as recently suggested by Chiappini et al. 2011), that will
mean that the inner parts of the Galaxy were enriched faster than its outskirts. Furthermore,
this would confirm that oldest stars are not necessarily the most metal-poor stars in the
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Galaxy, and that bulge stars with one-tenth the solar metallicity can also provide key
information on the First Stars. Currently, only CoRot has the potential to provide an
(independent) age estimate to the most metal-poor bulge giants (if in the figure it was also
possible to have a bulge field). 	
  
Data from first two CoRoT long runs have been already used to study the population of red
giants observed in two opposite directions on the galactic disk (Miglio et al. 2009, Hekker et
al. 2009, Mosser et al., 2010, 2011). These preliminary works have shown the enormous
potential of red giant seismology. They have provided mass and radii distribution in two
different directions of the galactic disk. From the comparison with theoretical predictions
from stellar synthesis population models it was found the sample of CoRoT red giants to be
dominated by red clump stars. This comparison also suggested that a recent star formation
burst is not supported by the observed distributions, though a detailed analysis of
observational biases at nmax >40 µHz has to be carried out to make quantitative inferences on
the recent star formation rate of the local disk. The capability of seismic data to derive
individual stellar ages has also been explored (Figs. 4 and 5, Miglio 2011), and these first
attempts indicate a clear vertical gradient in the ages of disk red giant stars. 	
  
Even larger impact results are to be expected once the above data will be complemented with
spectroscopic information (this will happen soon thanks to the already approved large
spectroscopic GAIA-ESO survey, on VLT, which agreed to observe some of the CoRoT
targets, and to a proposal already sent to AAO-Australia). Other proposals will be submitted
soon to obtain spectroscopic information also for the other CoRoT runs.
	
  

	
  
Figure 37. Distribution of ages derived for the red giants in the three first long runs. Age estimated
done by using asteroseismic data together with the tool PARAM from Trilegal stellar models data
base.
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Figure 38. Age-mass-metallicity relation for main-sequence stars (upper panel) and red giants (lower
panel) in a synthetic population representative of thin-disk stars observed by CoRoT in the LRc01
field. The evolutionary state of giants is marked with a different symbol: dots (stars in the coreHelium-burning phase), crosses (Asymptotic-Giant- Branch stars), and open circles (stars on theRed
Giant Branch). The fraction of AGB stars in the population of giants shown here is ∼ 4%. (From
Miglio 2011, in "Red Giants as Probes of the Structure and Evolution of the Milky Way"). 	
  

How to increase the CoRoT impact on the field of Galactic Archaeology? 	
  
While the first two long runs, in the center and anti-center, contained a number of red giants
large enough for population studies, i.e. with a significant sample at different distances (both
radial and vertical), the selection criteria used for the following runs have led to a dramatic
decrease of red giant targets (up to a factor 10). This reduction in the number of red giant
targets leads to not only a very poor statistics in the stars sampling the first 2 kpc from us, but
essentially to zero stars above that distance (see Fig. 3, especially in the case of LRc03,
LRa02 and LRa03). This data can still be used (although the statistic will be very low) to try
to infer the age-metallicity and age-velocity relations close to the solar vicinity, but does not
give any information outside this small region. 	
  
Moreover, fields such as LRc01 and LRa01 have a number of targets which is the minimum
requested by stellar population studies. In fact, although LRc01 has a larger number of targets
than LRa01, this field includes also a non-negligible number of stars above the galactic plane,
hence mixing populations of the thin and thick disk along the radius. This is the reason why
despite of the existence of an abundance gradient in the thin disk, the metallicity distributions
of the “center” and “anti-center” LR first fields of CoRoT may be very similar. To follow the
metallicity and age distribution of thin & thick disk stars along the galactocentric distance (a
crucial constraint for galaxy formation models!) one needs at least around 300-400 points, per
each 2kpc radial bin, at different Z heights from the plane. Assuming just four 2kpc-bins in
radial distances (e.g. 0-2, 2-4, 4-6, and 6-8 kpc) and 3 bins in Z (0-0.3, 0.3-6, 0.6-1.0 kpc). It
is easy to see that the number of targets required in order to effectively measure the properties
of the thick and thin disk is above 5000 targets (or more to guarantee that the furthermost bins
have also enough statistics – which is currently now the case even for LRc01 at distances >
4kpc). Such a number of targets, even at one single pointing, would be of a unique value to
the field of galactic archaeology. ESO-ESA Working groups Report #4 on Galactic
populations, Chemistry and Dynamics (Turon et al. 2008) was requested by ESO and ESA to
consider projects that would complement the Gaia mission. In page 148 the authors did the
following recommendation to ESA : 	
  
“Asteroseismology: this is a major tool to complement Gaia with respect to age
determinations. ESA should encourage the community to prepare for a next-generation
mission, which would sample the different populations of the Galaxy much more widely than
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CNES-ESA’s Corot (50 targets, mainly main-sequence stars with a metallicity close to solar)
and NASA’s Kepler (mainly main-sequence stars, some giants and pulsating stars)”.
Thus, it is clear that CoRoT can play a crucial role in the study of stellar populations in the
Milky Way, but for that a large number of red-giant targets is an imperative requirement.
Given the recent decision of ESA concerning the mission PLATO, CoRoT is now the only
mission that could satisfy in the next future these European Community need. This will be
possible if during the CoRoT extension a large number of targets is observed in a few selected
directions of the disk (and hopefully also to the bulge), allowing for asteroseismic
characterization of a large number red giants in the exo-field.
	
  

5.5

Evolution of the Mission Archive

The extension in time of CoRoT will allow important changes in the distribution of data, in
particular by opening their access to wider and new communities. This is based on the
scientific interpretation of previous data sets that brought new views about the objects
observed by CoRoT.
Such an example was already provided with the "Variability Classification": CoRoT, thanks
to its level of variability detection, showed that many stars expected to be non-variable shows
in reality small luminosity variations. The origin of variation can be diverse (low amplitude
pulsation, magnetic activity, etc...) and lead to a classification of the different kinds of
variability. This classification was included in the CoRoT archive and interface to allow users
to select targets showing the variability they aim at, with sometimes a number of targets much
larger than expected, and opening unexpected possibilities of analysis (a large number of
pulsating B stars for example, see De Groote et al.).
The same kind of developement is expected in a close future since the origin of most of
CoRoT signal are now understood. For example, the unexpected observations of pulsating red
giants opened a new field for stellar seismology that is about to produce large catalogs of red
giants (with possibly their seismic characteristics from which their mass and radius can easily
be derived). Such a catalog will be included in the CoRoT archive/interface during the
extension period, allowing studies on large samples of red giants, reaching farther than the
community interested in evolved stars, such as the community studying the long term
evolution of the galaxy. Another example of developement (however less mature) is a
classification of the magnetic activity level of stars. This has important consequences for the
detecttion of exo-planet since magnetic activity is a source of noise for exo-planet search. But
it is also a very interesting signal for the community involved in stellar magnetism, more
familiar with other kind of data (spectro-polarimetric data for example) but potentially
interested by CoRoT data.
In addition to these developements, the cross-use of the CoRoT data archive at IAS with the
Exodat base at LAM will be deepened. This cross-use is already effective, taking the
opportunity of the improvements of the SiTools software, but this approach will be actively
pursued. The possibilities of cross-use will be exploited in order to allow the user to get an
even richer data sets about his favourite targets.
We believe that allowing new scientists to use CoRoT data requires an easy and efficient
access and selection of the data. This is achieved by combining a scientific approach of the
archive contents and selection criteria (based on messages from the scientific community)
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with a technical know-how acquired at IDOC-IAS from former CoRoT and other space
mission data archiving.
5.6

International meetings and workshops

As now the field covered by CoRoT and Kepler has become very wide, and the scientific
community working on it too, we propose in this new period to give prioirties to thematic
meetings and workshop, centered on specific topics.
A few ( 2 or 3) workshops each year is probably a reasonnable pace, hosted in the different
french labortories but also in the different participating countries.

6 Outreach and visibility projects
The outreach activities will continue as well. Let’s cite just a few of them.

6.1 Seismic
community.

indexes

and global parameters: beyond the

stellar

Seismic indexes are values characterizing specific features of the stellar oscillation spectrum
which can be related with global parameters of the stars and used to characterize them. The
so-called mean ‘large separation’ (∆ν) for example, is known to be closely linked to the stellar
mean density, while the ‘frequency at maximum’ (νmax), has been shown to be related to
stellar surface gravity and effective temperature. Their existence in solar-type pulsators and
potential interest has been mentioned long ago already (Christensen-Dalsgaard 1988), but
their use has so far remained limited due to the lack of data. With CoRoT (and Kepler), more
and more seismic indices are being found characterizing various aspects of a growing number
of stars. More than 10000 stars have already been analyzed and attributed such seismic
indices, mostly red giants, sub-giants and main sequence solar-type pulsators so far, but this
may evolve further, as this type of pulsation is already claimed in several massive stars with
mass from 2 to 8Msol and regularities are also claimed in oscillation spectra of other type of
pulsators. 	
  
With the knowledge of those seismic indexes together with effective temperatures, it is now
possible to provide estimates of surface gravity but also model-independent masses and radii
for large samples of stars in different regions of our Galaxy, allowing to address problems of
Galactic structure and evolution. 	
  
This clearly suggests that the potential interest of these indexes and relations extends beyond
the stellar and solar community and that they should be made available in a useable form to a
broad scientific community. We plan to develop a dedicated and comprehensive database in
which the scientific community can access the desired data, without prior knowledge on
stellar seismology. This will definitively represent a strong scientific return from CoRoT and
Kepler. We have proposed this project in the framework of a FP7 Space-Inn proposal, in
coordination with groups involved in CoRoT and Kepler seismic programs.

6.2

The Planet Hunter initiative

In a near future, the CoRoT light curves will be inserted in the "Planet Hunter" website
developed in the US for the Kepler data (see http://www.planethunters.org/). This is a very
nice example of participative science, and crowned by success since more than 50000 persons
have already been involved. Two shallow transit candidates were found in Kepler lightcurves,
that were not earlier found by the pipeline.
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The cultural influence of CoRoT science in the public will be greatly enhanced by this
initiative, foreseen for 2012.
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